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Preface
Wireless has quickly become an irreplaceable medium for communication, but by
their very nature, wireless transmissions are vulnerable to RF interference from various sources. This weakness is a growing problem for technologies that operate in
unlicensed frequency bands, as these bands are becoming more crowded over time.
The increasing density of radios, coupled with the growing number of different protocols, dictates that future wireless devices will require the ability to coexist and
operate in a crowded and often unregulated electromagnetic environment.
This dissertation presents a set of architectures and mechanisms for wireless coexistence. These mechanisms are intended as general primitives, enabling future wireless
networks to be architected such that they are aware of who their RF neighbors are,
what they are doing, and how to respond to them. We design and develop two systems, each demonstrating how changes at different levels across the network stack
can provide significant gains. Degrees Of Freedom (DOF) is a robust and accurate
technique to detect activity in any band of the relevant spectrum, while Picasso is an
extensible radio design which allows the device to more easily exploit the fragmented
bands which are available.
This dissertation contributes to advancing the state of the art in wireless network
v

design in multiple ways. First, the systems in this dissertation present novel algorithms that span signal processing, circuit design, and software systems. Not only do
these algorithms enrich existing theory, they are designed with practical implementations in mind - helping to bridge the gap between theory and practice. Second,
we present prototype implementations and testbed evaluations of our systems. Our
results demonstrate that our systems deliver significantly improved performance in
crowded interference-centric environments, compared to the state-of-the-art. Finally,
the work in this dissertation demonstrates that by having layers work cooperatively,
rather than in isolation, common goals of high throughput and reliability in dense
interference scenarios are much more practical to achieve. In particular, DOF demonstrates that more fine-grained information passed between the PHY and the MAC
enables the MAC to make more informed and intelligent decisions regarding how to
respond to the varying sources of interference. In the same vain, Picasso demonstrates
that increased RF isolation can significantly lessen the burden on PHY filtering and
MAC coordination - similarly allowing the three to share in the task of exploiting
fragmented spectrum. We believe that the systems in this dissertation make a compelling and strong argument for cross-layer interdisciplinary wireless network design
in order to solve the problems of wireless coexistence.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In today’s hyperconnected information society, wireless has become an irreplaceable
medium for communication. But unfortunately, the supply of wireless spectrum necessary to satiate our thirst for email, apps, and video on our mobile devices is proving
to be insufficient. With the advent of the smartphone, demand for wireless services
has exploded at a rate that nobody could have anticipated. According to a report by
Cisco [46], smartphones such as the IPhone for instance use 24 times as much spectrum as a traditional feature phone, and the IPad uses 122 times as much. Global
mobile data traffic is doubling every year, and Cisco predicts that it will continue to
do so for the foreseeable future.
Due to the cost and limited supply of licensed spectrum, an increasingly popular
way to cope with the spectrum scarcity is to allow different radio networks to share
unlicensed frequency bands. Unlicensed bands (such as the ISM 2.4 and 5 GHz bands)
allow different radios to operate concurrently, provided that they abide by certain
regulations regarding radiated output power. In addition, heterogeneous wireless
networks are now being actively considered for under-utilized licensed bands such as
1
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the 700 MHz TV bands. The intention is to allow radio networks operating on a
secondary, non-interfering basis, to share the channel with the primary, licensed users
in order to make more efficient use of the spectrum.
While allowing multiple heterogeneous radios to operate concurrently can improve
the spectral efficiency when the density of radios is low, this shared use leads to performance problems as the density of radios increases [28] [43]. Because each of these
different networks will run a different physical and link layer protocol, they are often
ill-equipped to coexist and interact with their neighboring networks. Consequently,
spectrum “sharing” is usually done in an anarchic and arbitrary manner, resulting in
poor performance for some of the networks and sub-optimal performance in aggregate.
Historically these unlicensed radios could be designed in a vacuum, without worrying about what other radios might exist and how to coexist with them. Different
devices would operate on non-overlapping bands of spectrum and given the low density of radios in any particular area, the probability of stepping on each other’s toes
was low. But as the density and diversity of the wireless networks around us has
increased, such assumptions have become more and more tenuous. In the ISM bands
for instance, today’s always on connectivity paradigm has engendered a mix of different wireless data networks (WiFi, Bluetooth, ZigBee 802.15.4, etc.) each designed
to fulfill a different need. The increasing number of different protocols coupled with
the sheer density of radios dictate that future wireless devices will require the ability
coexist and operate in a crowded and diverse environment.
The inherent problem is that radios today do not have the fundamental mechanisms to be aware of who their neighbors are, what they are doing, and how to respond
to them [32]. For instance, within a traditional single network - coordinating is done
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using a medium access (MAC) protocol and packet scheduling. These built-in mechanisms are designed to resolve conflict between the same type of network but cannot
be extended to situations where there is no common physical or link layer. Furthermore, most of these mechanisms adopt asynchronous time slots, different scheduling
modes (Time Division TDMA, Code Division CDMA, Frequency Division FDMA),
varying transmission/interference ranges, and communication mechanisms, making it
extremely difficult to come up with a one-size-fits-all solution for coexistence.
In addition, the right coexistence policy often depends on the context. For example, a smart radio operating in the ISM band might be interested in competing for
spectral resources if its neighboring network were WiFi. In contrast, if the protocol
operating in the local vicinity were a sensitive medical sensor, such as a heart monitor, any packet drops could be potentially life threatening and our smart radio would
want to ensure that it does not interfere.
Motivated by these challenges, in this dissertation, we design and implement a
core set of novel mechanisms - Degrees Of Freedom (DOF) [32] and Picasso [33] that allow several different policies to be flexibly implemented. DOF is a robust
and accurate technique to detect activity in any band of the relevant spectrum, and
Picasso is an extensible radio design which allows the device to systematically exploit
the fragmented bands which are available.
These mechanisms are intended as general primitives to be used by high performance wireless networks to coexist in dense and diverse spectral environments,
enabling them to be architected such that they are aware of who their RF neighbors
are, what they are doing, and how to respond to them. Both of these mechanisms
have been implemented and evaluated in actual wireless testbeds, and our experimental results demonstrate that they deliver significant gains in practice. We describe
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both of these systems in more depth below.

1.1

DOF: A Local Wireless Information Plane

The ability to detect what unlicensed radios are operating in a neighborhood, their
spectrum occupancies and the spatial directions their signals are traversing is a fundamental primitive needed by many applications, ranging from smart radios to coexistence to network management to security. In the first part of this dissertation,
we present Degrees Of Freedom (DOF) [32], a detector that in a single framework
accurately estimates all three parameters.
DOF builds on the insight that in most wireless protocols, there are hidden repeating patterns in the signals that can be used to construct unique signatures, and
accurately estimate signal types and their spectral and spatial parameters. For example, WiFi uses a repeating cyclic prefix to avoid intersymbol interference between
consecutive OFDM symbols. A Zigbee radio has a repeating pulse which it uses for
QPSK data transmission, Bluetooth has a Gaussian pulse on which it modulates data
bits using FSK that is repeating with a different frequency and so on. DOF exploits
the existence of these patterns to create unique signatures for each signal type. Further, DOF shows that the same signatures can also be exploited to determine the
spectrum occupied and the AoA of that signal type.
The utility of DOF is best demonstrated through an example. Lets say we want
to design a smart radio protocol (shown in Fig. 1.1) which can coexist peacefully with
the different wireless protocols which might operate within a home, what information
will it need?
The first thing it would require is the knowledge of what protocols are operating in
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Figure 1.1: Devices can leverage DOF to inform them of who their neighbors are, what
bands they are operating in, and which spatial directions their signals are traversing.

the local vicinity. For example, if the coexisting protocol is WiFi, it would be OK to
interfere a bit and compete with it for spectrum. But if its a sensitive medical sensor,
such as a heart monitor, any packet drops could be potentially life threatening and
our system would want to ensure that it does not interfere. But it is not sufficient to
simply know which protocols exist, our smart radio must also be aware of which bands
are occupied by which protocols so that it can correctly coexist with each neighboring
radio in different bands. Lastly, if our system were equipped with multiple antennas,
a third piece of information that would be useful is the spatial locations of each
neighboring protocol. For example if the neighboring protocol was a microwave signal,
knowing which angles the microwave signal was arriving at would enable the smart
radio to steer its transmission away from the interference caused by the microwave.
DOF can then be leveraged by a smart radio to specify its policy in scavenging
for unused spectral resources, allowing its aggressiveness to be tuned by a user, so
that interference to co-existing radios is controlled. To demonstrate this flexibility
we implement three sample policies, from one which only uses unoccupied spectrum
and minimizes interference to co-existing radios to ones which use microwave oven
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occupied spectrum and compete with co-existing WiFi radios.
Chapter 3 generalizes the idea of exploiting repeating patterns to identify multiple
sources of interference which overlap in time as well as frequency. Chapter 3 also
demonstrates how DOF can be integrated into the current network stack, providing
dramatic throughput improvements over existing systems while causing minimal harm
to coexisting legacy radios.

1.2

Picasso: Flexible RF and Spectrum Slicing

The second system presented in Chapter 4 of this dissertation is Picasso [33], a mechanism which provides an RF and spectrum slicing abstraction which allows a smart
radio to systematically exploit available fragments of spectrum, which have been identified by an information plane system such as DOF. Picasso provides this abstraction
through a novel radio design that allows simultaneous transmission and reception on
separate and arbitrary spectrum fragments using a single RF front end and antenna.
Picasso then leverages this capability to flexibly partition fragmented spectrum into
multiple slices that share the same RF frontend and antenna, yet operate concurrent
and independent PHY/MAC protocols.
We demonstrate one of the applications of Picasso with an example shown in
Fig. 1.2 which continues the scenario we used for DOF. Given that a mechanism like
DOF would be able to identify the interfered bands and remaining available spectrum
fragments, how should we architect our radio to exploit these fragments?
This is a common problem faced by 802.11 APs today - different interfering radios
operate on varying bands of arbitrary widths, which leads to fragmentation of the
100MHz ISM band. Conventional radios today are ill-equipped to take advantage of
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Figure 1.2: Devices can leverage DOF to inform them of who their neighbors are, what
bands they are operating in, and which spatial directions their signals are traversing.

fragmented spectrum, as they are designed to operate on fixed contiguous channels.
So when the spectrum is fragmented by narrowband interferers, the radio can only
choose one of the fragments, and other available fragments cannot be used and go to
waste.
Is there a way for the 802.11 AP to utilize the fragmented spectrum without
modifying the legacy clients? APs today already support multiple clients, but do so
in a single channel, perhaps we could support an additional legacy client on fragment
2 and another on fragment 3? Lets think about whether or not this would work remember that all three of these clients are running legacy 802.11 MAC protocols.
What that means is that they will be independently carrier sensing and deciding when
to transmit if they have traffic. So the AP cannot control when any of these clients
will transmit. So we will often have situations where the AP would be transmitting
to one client while receiving from another. But this is a show stopper because current
radios cannot transmit and receive simultaneously on different fragments.
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Figure 1.3: Devices can leverage DOF to inform them of who their neighbors are, what
bands they are operating in, and which spatial directions their signals are traversing.

What we really want for our AP is to be able to use each fragment independently it
shouldn’t matter whether or not the AP wants to TX/RX receive on each fragment,
the radio should be able to do both so that the use of each spectrum fragment is
decoupled. In essence, the APs behavior should be such that it provides us with the
performance of three separate radios, each independently supporting a link without
impacting the performance of the other radios - but we want all of this performance
in a single AP with a single radio and antenna.
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If we can build a mechanism that allows simultaneous TX/RX on arbitrary spectrum fragments with a single antenna, we can do much more than just exploit fragmented spectrum. Such a capability could also be used for radio sharing and coexistence. Portable devices today such as our smartphones must accommodate a growing
list of separate ISM band protocols such as WiFi, WiFi-Direct, Zigbee, NFC, and
Bluetooth. Current practice is to use a separate radio and antenna for each protocol
but it is becoming increasingly difficult to find enough space to separately place all the
antennas these radios would need. Figure 1.3 shows a picture of the Samsung Galaxy
with all of its antennas to give a sense of how packed these phones are. Sometimes the
density causes problems the IPhone 4 antenna-gate was caused by antennas placed
too closely together. As the number of protocols each device must support continue
to grow, it will become impractical to build separate radios and antennas to support
each protocol.
Chapter 4 presents Picasso, a radio architecture which makes both of the aforementioned scenarios possible. We generalize Picasso to support an arbitrary number
of fragments and baseband protocols, and demonstrate how the abstraction of multiple independent slices sharing the same RF frontend and antenna is a powerful
mechanism with many applications beyond what we’ve mentioned here.

1.3

Contributions

This dissertation presents the design and implementation of novel wireless networked
systems capable of coexisting with legacy systems in dense and diverse spectral environments to deliver high performance. This work leverages techniques from signal
processing, RF circuit design, and software systems - marrying novel algorithms and
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system architectures to build prototypes that deliver significant gains over current
systems in practice. The specific contributions of this dissertation are highlighted
below:

1.3.1

Systematic Wireless Coexistence

This dissertation presents several new building blocks for future wireless systems to
coexist with their RF neighbors. The systems in this dissertation demonstrate how
addressing wireless coexistence issues can lead to significant gains in performance
and provide a framework to exploit the fundamental properties of wireless systems
to do so. For example in DOF, knowledge of the local RF neighborhood provides
the radio with the ability to make informed decisions about how to interact with its
neighbors, and specify its aggressiveness in these interactions. Similarly in Picasso,
the ability to utilize individual separated fragments of spectrum in a decoupled fashion
allows the higher layers to more easily take advantage of the fragmented spectrum
for different applications. Furthermore, our implementations and evaluations in real
world testbeds demonstrate the large gains that solving wireless coexistence issues can
have in practice, lending weight to our claim that solving wireless coexistence issues
will be an important part of designing future high performance wireless systems.

1.3.2

Novel Algorithms and Radio Designs

The systems in this dissertation present novel algorithms that span signal processing,
circuit design, and software systems. Not only do these algorithms enrich existing
theory, they are designed with practical implementations in mind - helping to bridge
the gap between theory and practice.

1.3. CONTRIBUTIONS
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• DOF extracts feature vectors to detect what radios exist in a neighborhood,
what parts of the spectrum they occupy, and their angles of arrival at the
detector using the following key idea: if a signal has a repeating hidden pattern,
then a delayed version of the signal correlated with the original signal will show
peaks at specific delay intervals. These intervals form a signature for each
signal and can be used to extract feature vectors. We build on prior work [23] in
cyclostationary signal analysis to design an efficient feature extraction technique
based on standard FFT operations. However, DOFs key contribution over prior
work in cyclostationary analysis is to show that the extracted feature vector
encodes information about the component signal types, what spectrum they
occupy, as well as what AoAs they arrive at the detecting radio. DOF designs a
novel SVM decision tree to classify component signal types, and new algorithms
to estimate their spectrum occupancies as well as AoAs from the feature vector.

• Picasso introduces a novel self interference cancellation circuit design that sufficiently cancels the self-interference in analog and prevents RX front end and
ADC saturation, enabling the radio to cleanly recover the received signal. Our
key contribution here is a circuit design that (1) isolates TX and RX signals
at a single antenna by incorporating a circulator, and (2) exploits the fact that
the self-interference signal travels through the fixed, known circulator channel
to design a passive self-interference cancellation circuit. This allows a radio
to simultaneously transmit and receive on arbitrary spectrum fragments even
while using a single RF front end and antenna.
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1.3.3

Practical Implementations Demonstrating Significant
Gains

Both of the systems presented in this dissertation have been deployed and evaluated
in real world testbeds. Our results demonstrate that our systems provide significant
performance improvements, yet cause minimal harm to coexisting legacy systems.
This is in stark contrast with current state of the art systems, which often sacrifice the
performance of the networks around them for increased performance for themselves.
Below, we summarize the experimental results for both DOF and Picasso:

DOF Performance Summary
We implement DOF using the FFTW [2] library and GnuRadio [4] software on a
wideband radio that is capable of operating over the entire 100 MHz ISM band and
has 4 MIMO antennas. We evaluate DOF using testbed experiments in an indoor
office environment and compare it to three prior approaches, RFDump [16] for signal
type, Jello [28] for spectrum occupancy, and SecureAngle [27] for AoA estimation (the
best known implemented systems for each component respectively). We find that
• DOF is accurate and robust at all SNRs, it classifies co-existing radio types with
greater than 85% accuracy even at SNRs as low as 0dB. On the other hand,
RFDump is at most 60% accurate at SNRs lower than 8dB.
• DOF is robust to interference, achieving more than 82% accuracy in detecting
component signal types even when there are three overlapping and interfering
signals. The compared approach RFDump cannot operate in this case.
• DOFs spectrum occupancy estimates are more than 85% accurate at low SNRs
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or in the presence of interference. The compared approach, Jello has an error of 35%, and cannot detect individual spectrum occupancies of interfering
component signals.

• DOFs AoA estimation error is less than 6 degrees for SNRs as low as 0dB, and
is the same as SecureAngle.

Picasso Performance Summary

Picasso is implemented in two parts the self interference cancellation is realized as
a discrete board level prototype, and the spectrum slicing portion is realized using a
Virtex- 5 LX30 FPGA based software radio from National Instruments. The FPGA
is connected to an NI 5781 Baseband Transceiver which uses the USRP XCVR2450
as the radio front end. The radio front ends are then connected to Picassos selfinterference cancellation board.
Picassos design eliminates the need for separate TX and RX antennas, preserving valuable real-estate in mobile devices. Further, unlike all prior work which need
to accommodate the large variance of the wireless channel between the TX and RX
antennas with active cancellation circuits, Picassos technique requires no active components. Because the circulator scattering characteristics are relatively fixed, once
Picasso is calibrated at production time only small adjustments are required. In
summary, Picasso’s passive, leakage free interference cancellation technique provides
more than 45dB worth of cancellation, more than sufficient to prevent the receiver
components (low noise amplifier, mixer, and ADC) from saturating.
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Integration of New Radio Designs into the Network
Stack

This dissertation shows how these different wireless coexistence mechanisms - DOF
and Picasso - can be integrated into the current network stack at different layers.
DOF sits between the PHY and MAC layers to provide more granular information
about the RF environment, allowing the higher layers to form educated policies for
coexisting with their neighbors. Picasso sits below the PHY layer, slicing a single radio
front-end and antenna into multiple decoupled slices - providing an abstraction to the
higher layers that enables each one to operate independently on different spectrum
fragments. Below we elaborate on the performance gains achieved by systems which
have integrated DOF and Picasso into their network stacks:

DOF-SR: Smart and Agile Smart Radios
We designed and implemented a preliminary prototype, DOF-SR, to demonstrate
the potential benefits of DOF for building smart and agile radios. The key novel
component in DOF-SR is that its aggressiveness in scavenging for unused spectral
resources can be tuned by a user specified policy so that interference to co-existing
radios is controlled. To demonstrate this flexibility we implement three sample policies, from one which only uses unoccupied spectrum and minimizes interference to
co-existing radios to ones which use microwave oven occupied spectrum and compete
with co-existing WiFi radios. We deploy DOF-SR in our indoor testbed and compare
it with Jello [28] (which uses edge detection for finding unused spectrum). Our evaluation shows that DOF-SR provides nearly a 80% throughput increase over Jello in
crowded environments. Further, the co-existing WiFi/Zigbee radios suffer less than
10% throughput drop with DOF-SR, while Jello can cause nearly a 45% throughput
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Figure 1.4: Coexistence in Dense Environments: DOF enables devices operating
in multiple networks to flexibly share fragmented spectrum and RF front ends, yet
operate in a decoupled manner.
drop. DOF-SR outperforms because it can accurately detect (un)occupied spectrum
even at low SNRs as well as the occupying signal types, allowing it to more accurately
scavenge unused spectrum, yet guarantee that it does not affect the co-existing radios.

Picasso: Radio Sharing and Graceful Coexistence in Dense Deployments
To demonstrate the generality and applicability of Picasso, we demonstrate that Picasso provides clean abstractions to solve coexistence problems in dense deployments
by evaluating a scenario where a number of diverse networks have to coexist with
each other while sharing radios and fragmented spectrum.
Fig. 1.4 paints a typical deployment scenario in a home network: a WiFi AP
aims to provide Internet access to a laptop, a tablet, an Xbox and a smartphone.
Concurrently, there is a multiplayer game going on, and the Xbox wants to stream
high definition individual gameplay video to the smartphone and tablet, and common
gameplay to a TV. The smartphone and tablet also double up as wireless gameplay
controllers. Each coexisting network has different objectives: the WiFi network wants
to maximize throughput, the gameplay network wants to maximize video quality, and
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the game controller network wants to minimize latency. We compare Picasso with
a state-of-the-art technique for exploiting fragmented spectrum, SWIFT [24], and
show that Picasso achieves nearly 2 higher throughput, a 10dB higher PSNR in video
quality, and lowers latency by a factor of 2. Further, the improvements are achieved
with simple narrowband OFDM PHY and CSMA MAC implementations running on
top of each slice, leading to a modular design that reuses existing, well-engineered
components.

1.4

How to read this dissertation?

Depending on what the reader is interested in, this dissertation can be divided and
read as separate self-contained chapters. The chapters themselves have been ordered
from both a chronological and didactic point of view. We begin in Chapter 2 by
providing a gentle and intuitive introduction into the challenges of wireless challenges,
along with prior work relevant to this dissertation. Chapter 3 describes DOF, a local
wireless information plane and offers a more in depth view into the challenges of
wireless coexistence from a signal processing point of view. Picasso, described in
Chapter 4, then presents a novel radio design to exploit the information that a system
like DOF would provide. Picasso is a system which marries the concepts of circuit
design, signal processing, and networking into a complete system which is able to
efficiently exploit fragmented spectrum in the ISM band. Chapter 5 then brings this
dissertation to a close, concluding by examining the benefits of our novel mechanisms
and architectures and looking at the remaining challenges.

Chapter 2
Background
This chapter provides an overview of the coexistence challenges that unlicensed wireless networks today face. Section 2.1 provides an introduction to the nature of RF
interference in the ISM band, and describes how unlicensed wireless spectrum is
becoming increasingly fragmented. Section 2.2 discusses how radio systems today
coexist with these varying sources of interference, and illustrates how conventional
coexistence mechanisms are becoming more and more limited as interference worsens. Section 2.3 then describes how interference is causing spectrum fragmentation
in unlicensed spectrum and why radio architectures today are ill equipped to exploit
it.

2.1

Spectrum Fragmentation in Unlicensed Bands

In todays society - our thirst for email, apps, and video on the go has made wireless
an irreplaceable medium for communication. The introduction of mobile devices,
such as smartphones and tablets, has led to vast increases in the use of wireless data
communications, and most forecasters anticipate that this trend will continue. This
17
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development raises challenging issues with regards to spectrum policy - where are we
going to get the spectrum to operate all of these devices that we are going to carry?
Most countries divide the spectrum up into licensed and unlicensed bands in order to mitigate radio spectrum pollution and maximize the benefit of usable radio
spectrum. Licensed spectrum is a precious commodity and is typically issued to the
highest bidder - granting the licensee exclusive rights to a particular band of spectrum
for a set period of time. Due to the high cost and limited supply of licensed spectrum,
it’s difficult to envision a future where all of our new wireless devices will operate on
licensed spectrum.
Unlicensed spectrum is typically much less regulated. Because users do not have to
apply and pay for a license - using unlicensed spectrum is much simpler. As a result,
devices which operate in the unlicensed bands have become much more popular over
the years because the spectrum is free. We’ve seen an explosion of devices which
operate in this band and the popularity of WiFi is a prime example of how important
high throughput unlicensed protocols have become in our everyday lives.
The past decade has seen wireless technology overtake wired networks as the preferred method of access. But by their nature, wireless transmissions are vulnerable
to RF (Radio Frequency) interference from various sources. This weakness is a growing problem for technologies that operate in unlicensed frequency bands, as these
bands are becoming more crowded over time. Devices which operate in the 2.4GHz
ISM band for example must now compete with a wide range of devices which include 802.11b/g networks, 2.4GHz cordless phones, Bluetooth headsets, Zigbee IEEE
802.15.4) embedded devices, 2.4GHz RFID tags, and proprietary wireless peripherals.
Unfortunately, due to the growing number of wireless protocols and the sheer
density of the radios around us today - wireless spectrum is becoming increasingly
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Figure 2.1: Impact of Fragmented Spectrum: Wireless systems today are designed to use a single band, and subsequently fragments go to waste.

fragmented in the unlicensed bands. Different devices in unlicensed spectrum operate
on different non-overlapping bands. And as a result, while there is often ample
remaining unused bandwidth, it is only available in separated fragments spread across
the band.
This is problem for radios today because wireless systems, such as the WiFi network shown in Fig. 2.1, are statically designed to operate over large contiguous
bands of spectrum. As a result, when the spectrum is fragmented, protocols like
WiFi are limited to the use of a single spectrum fragment, while the remaining unused bandwidth goes to waste. Spectrum fragmentation is fundamentally limiting the
throughputs that our networks can achieve and will only continue to get worse in the
coming years as we begin to carry more and more wireless devices.
The question that my dissertation work has focused on is the following: How
can we design future wireless local area networks to coexist gracefully
with legacy sources of interference while leveraging all of the available
spectrum fragmentation to achieve high performance and robustness?
My dissertation focuses on designing new architectures and mechanisms to help
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wireless local area networks coexist gracefully with dynamic and heterogeneous sources
of interference. This section motivates the work that I have done with the previous
example: how would we design a new WiFi Access Point to coexist in fragmented,
interference dominated spectrum. But the work I have done is more general and can
be applied more broadly to many other applications I will touch on these points
towards the end of the dissertation.
In order to effectively exploit fragmented spectrum and coexist gracefully with
interference, our new WiFi AP needs to :
1. Discover the Nature of Local Interference by accurately measuring the
environment and detecting activity in any band of the relevant spectrum. Chapter 3 presents a system that that was previously published at SIGCOMM in
2011 [32] and sets the foundation for our new WiFi AP to be aware of who its
RF neighbors are, what kind of bands they are operating in, and how it should
respond to them.
2. Leverage Spectrum Fragmentation instead of being constrained to a single
channel. Chapter 4 presents a new radio design that was originally presented
at both Hotnets in 2011 [34], as well as at SIGCOMM in 2012 [33] where it won
the best student paper award. We demonstrate how this radio design coupled
with the knowledge of where the fragmentation is - enables our WiFi AP to
leverage all of the available spectrum fragments simultaneously.
Below I briefly summarize the challenges associated with building each of the
mechanisms. Along with pointing out the challenges, some of the relevant approaches
used today are highlighted to point out some of their limitations in fully addressing
these challenges.
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Discovering the Nature of Local Interference

Although the use of unlicensed bands does not require explicit coordination between
the deployers of devices, not all forms of device behavior is permitted. To promote coexistence, regulatory bodies such as the FCC and ITU have set certain criterion that
all unlicensed devices must meet, including limits on transmission power and spreading of transmissions to lessen interference. Furthermore, wireless protocols typically
have mechanisms in their MAC and PHY layers that go beyond the basic FCC/ITU
rules to improve coexistence. For example, 802.11 uses carrier sense to detect and
defer to 802.11 and other transmitters. Similarly, Bluetooth adaptively hops frequencies to decrease interference to and from 802.11. However, such additional precautions
have not been able to solve unlicensed band coexistence and a host of interference
problems across the exponential combinations of different wireless technologies are
still quite common.
Let’s look at how traditional 802.11 mechanisms designed to mitigate inter-protocol
interference can backfire and have adverse effects on both its own network and other
legacy networks as well. 802.11 nodes follow a contention-based Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) MAC defined by the IEEE standard. CSMA/CA is an energy based sensing mechanism and as a result its ability
to detect other sources of interference is based upon factors such as differences in
transmit power and receive sensitivity. Protocols in the ISM band operate at varying
power levels - for instance ZigBee is significantly lower power than 802.11 WiFi. As
a result, our WiFi AP is operating in the same vicinity as a ZigBee device - when our
WiFi AP carrier senses the environment it will not detect the ZigBee signal since it
is only looking for another a higher powered WiFi transmission. When our WiFi AP
begins transmitting, it completely disrupt the ZigBee signal.
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The problem is that there exists no systematic mechanisms for radios to be aware
of what other different types exist in the neighborhood, and make smart decisions
as to how to adapt to this environment. In the above example even if the WiFi
transmitter was able to sense the energy of the ZigBee signal, it would have no way
of inferring what kind of signal it was. That interference could be coming from a
microwave signal or a sensitive heart monitor, and the coexistence policies for each
of those devices would be drastically different. Because the amount of information
the AP has about the environment is limited, its coexistence policies are likely to be
suboptimal.

One way to infer the nature of interference would be to have each device contain
multiple decoders - one for every type of expected interfering protocol type - and
then decode all sources of interference. However, such an approach would not only
be expensive computationally and physically, it would also fail when multiple signals
overlapped in time and frequency, and would not work for non-communication signals
like microwaves.

While wireless protocols do have mechanisms in their MAC and PHY layers that
go beyond the basic FCC/ITU rules to improve coexistence, these mechanisms are
very coarse-grained and can actually unintentionally degrade performance in many
scenarios. The problem is that because there is no systematic method of coexistence
between radios of different protocols, coexistence between radios of different types is
anarchic and arbitrary resulting in poor performance for many of the networks, such
as ZigBee in our prior example, and sub-optimal performance in aggregate.
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Leveraging Spectrum Fragmentation

Even if we possessed a systematic mechanism to identify the varying sources of interference, the next question is how would we design an actual radio system to leverage
the knowledge of the nature of interference and take advantage of the fragmented
spectrum. Current radios are ill-equipped to take advantage of fragmented spectrum.
Traditional design practice has been to build radios that operate on contiguous spectrum chunks, since it was quite complex and expensive to design configurable radios
that could operate on tiny, discontiguous fragments of spectrum. Coupled with the
fact that contiguous spectrum chunks were invariably available, this conservative design approach has worked fairly well for the past few years.
However, we believe that this approach is untenable for designing future radios.
The key reason is that the density of radios around us has dramatically increased
over the past few years; it is fairly common for a single user to be carrying devices
that have multiple radios operating in the ISM band alone. Hence, large contiguous
chunks of spectrum (e.g the 40MHz chunks that 802.11n needs) may be luxuries that
are hard to find in the near future. Consequently to deliver high throughput, future
radios will have to take advantage of whatever spectrum is available, even if it is
fragmented.
Conventional 802.11 WiFi APs operate on fixed contiguous channels, so when
the spectrum is fragmented by narrowband interferers, the AP can only choose one
fragments, and other available fragments cannot be used and go to waste as shown in
Fig. 2.1. One way to solve this problem is to utilize new PHY/MAC techniques such
as a modified OFDM to utilize the fragmented spectrum. The basic idea is that we
can zero out the subcarriers where interference is present, and transmit only on the
subcarriers which are available. While such an approach is interesting theoretically,
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its not very practical. Only works if we modify all of the legacy clients, since this
would not be using the standard 802.11 PHY. Since replacing every single legacy
WiFi card is not a realistic deployment option we ask the following question is there
a way to leverage the fragmented spectrum without modifying the legacy clients?
APs today already support multiple clients, but do so in a single channel, perhaps
we could support an additional legacy client on fragment 2 and another on fragment
3? Lets think about whether or not this would work - remember that all three of
these clients are running legacy 802.11 MAC protocols. What that means is that
they will be independently carrier sensing and deciding when to transmit if they have
traffic. So we will often have situations where the AP would be transmitting to one
client while receiving from another. But this is a show stopper because current radios
cannot transmit and receive simultaneously on different fragments, since they are
designed to operate on a single contiguous band.
What we really want for our AP is to be able to use each fragment independently it
shouldn’t matter whether or not the AP wants to TX/RX receive on each fragment,
the radio should be able to do both so that the use of each spectrum fragment is
decoupled. In essence, the APs behavior should be such that it provides us with the
performance of three separate radios, each independently supporting a link without
impacting the performance of the other radios. We could achieve this performance
with multiple radios in every AP, but its not attractive for several reasons. First of all,
the number of radios you would need would be proportional to the number of clients
youd have to support. Knowing how many radios and antennas you need in advance
is impractical, leaving the AP constantly under or overprovisioned. Secondly, its an
extremely expensive and unscalable approach. There is only so much space that an
AP form factor can provide and having more than two or three radios in an AP
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Single AP Functioning as Multiple
Independent APs
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WiFi Interference
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Figure 2.2: Independent Fragment Use: Simultaneous transmission and reception on arbitrary fragments with a single antenna allows an AP to act as multiple
independent radios with each connection.
begins to introduce leakage and interference issues within the tightly enclosed space.
So ideally we want to achieve the performance of independent multiple radios
for each fragment in a single AP with one radio/antenna as shown in Fig. 2.2.
Turns out that if we can do this with a single RF frontend, there are a lot of other
applications which can take advantage of this capability, which are highlighted in
Section 5, towards the end of the dissertation.

Chapter 3
DOF: A Local Wireless
Information Plane
The ability to detect what unlicensed radios are operating in a neighborhood, their
spectrum occupancies and the spatial directions their signals are traversing is a fundamental primitive needed by many applications, ranging from smart radios to coexistence to network management to security. In this chapter, we present DOF, a
detector that in a single framework accurately estimates all three parameters. DOF
builds on the insight that in most wireless protocols, there are hidden repeating patterns in the signals that can be used to construct unique signatures, and accurately
estimate signal types and their spectral and spatial parameters. We show via experimental evaluation in an indoor testbed that DOF is robust and accurate, it achieves
greater than 85% accuracy even when the SNRs of the detected signals are as low as
0 dB, and even when there are multiple interfering signals present. To demonstrate
the benefits of DOF, we design and implement a preliminary prototype of a smart
radio that operates on top of DOF, and show experimentally that it provides a 80%
26
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increase in throughput over Jello, the best known prior implementation, while causing
less than 10% performance drop for co-existing WiFi and Zigbee radios.

3.1

Introduction

The ability to detect what unlicensed radios are operating in a neighborhood, what
parts of the spectrum they are occupying, and what spatial directions their signals
are traversing is a fundamental primitive that is needed by many applications. For
example, smart and agile radios such as [57, 67] could use it to detect what spectral
resources are unused, and exploit them to provide high throughput. They could detect
what spatial directions are unoccupied, and directionally steer their signals to further
increase capacity. They could also use the primitive to be gentle when needed, if a
low power medical wireless sensor is operating in the neighborhood, the smart radio
could detect it and take extra measures to avoid causing interference to the sensor, lest
some critical communication is impaired. Similarly, network administrators can use
such a primitive to manage their “airspace”, improve channel allocation and diagnose
performance problems. Recent work [66] has explored using detectors that compute
what spatial directions signals arrive at for wireless network security. Thus, a large
and growing number of applications could benefit from such a primitive.
However, building such a detector that operates accurately across the large range
of SNRs signals exhibit, in the presence of multiple interfering signals, or in the rich
indoor multipath environment of the unlicensed ISM band is hard. Prior implemented
systems have mostly focused on spectrum occupancy detection, and used threshold
based methods that estimate changes in received signal energy [?] or the variations
in the FFT [67] to estimate spectrum occupancy. However, optimal thresholds that
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work accurately across the rich variety of conditions (in SNR, multipath, interference
etc) are hard to pick, and consequently these methods have low accuracy. Other
work [?, 57] has used higher layer protocol behavior signatures to detect radio types.
However, these techniques also rely on threshold based methods to detect the protocol
behavior, and suffer from the same problems as above.
In this paper we present Degrees Of Freedom (DOF), a single framework that
accurately detects what radios exist in a neighborhood, what parts of the spectrum
they occupy, and their angles of arrival (AoA) at the detector. We believe this to be
a first. DOF is robust and works accurately (around 90% accuracy) in a large SNR
range (0 to 30dB) as well as in the presence of multiple interfering signals. DOF is
passive and does not impose any measurement overhead, it can operate even when the
detecting radio is being used for other communication. Finally, DOF is efficient to
implement, it builds on top of commonly available FFT modules and requires modest
extra resources ( 30% more computation compared to a standard FFT).
The key insight behind DOF is the observation that for most wireless protocols,
there are hidden repeating patterns that are unique and necessary for their operation.
For example, Wifi uses a repeating cyclic prefix to avoid intersymbol interference
between consecutive OFDM symbols. A Zigbee radio has a repeating pulse which
it uses for QPSK data transmission, Bluetooth has a Gaussian pulse on which it
modulates data bits using FSK that is repeating with a different frequency and so
on. DOF exploits the existence of these patterns to create unique signatures for each
signal type. Further, DOF shows that the same signatures can also be exploited to
determine the spectrum occupied and the AoA of that signal type.
Algorithmically, DOF extracts feature vectors using the following key idea: if a
signal has a repeating hidden pattern, then a delayed version of the signal correlated
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with the original signal will show peaks at specific delay intervals. These intervals
form a signature for each signal and can be used to extract feature vectors. We
build on prior work [23, 51] in cyclostationary signal analysis to design an efficient
feature extraction technique based on standard FFT operations. However, DOF’s key
contribution over prior work in cyclostationary analysis is to show that the extracted
feature vector encodes information about the component signal types, what spectrum
they occupy, as well as what AoAs they arrive at the detecting radio. DOF designs
a novel SVM decision tree to classify component signal types, and new algorithms to
estimate their spectrum occupancies as well as AoAs from the feature vector.
We implement DOF using the FFTW [2] library and GnuRadio [4] software on a
wideband radio that is capable of operating over the entire 100 MHz ISM band and
has 4 MIMO antennas. We evaluate DOF using testbed experiments in an indoor
office environment and compare it to three prior approaches, RFDump [?] for signal
type, Jello [67] for spectrum occupancy, and SecureAngle [66] for AoA estimation (the
best known implemented systems for each component respectively). We find that:
• DOF is accurate and robust at all SNRs, it classifies co-existing radio types with
greater than 85% accuracy even at SNRs as low as 0dB. On the other hand,
RFDump is at most 60% accurate at SNRs lower than 8dB.
• DOF is robust to interference, achieving more than 82% accuracy in detecting
component signal types even when there are three overlapping and interfering
signals. The compared approach RFDump cannot operate in this case.
• DOF’s spectrum occupancy estimates are more than 85% accurate at low SNRs
or in the presence of interference. The compared approach, Jello has an error of 35%, and cannot detect individual spectrum occupancies of interfering
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component signals.
• DOF’s AoA estimation error is less than 6 degrees for SNRs as low as 0dB, and
is the same as SecureAngle.
DOF is practical and can be applied to many problems. While we leave most of
DOF’s applications to future work, we demonstrate the potential benefits of DOF
for building smart and agile radios by designing and implementing a preliminary
prototype, DOF-SR. The key novel component in DOF-SR is that it’s aggressiveness
in scavenging for unused spectral resources can be tuned by a user specified policy
so that interference to co-existing radios is controlled. To demonstrate this flexibility
we implement three sample policies, from one which only uses unoccupied spectrum
and minimizes interference to co-existing radios to ones which use microwave oven
occupied spectrum and compete with co-existing WiFi radios. We deploy DOFSR in our indoor testbed and compare it with Jello [67] (which uses edge detection
for finding unused spectrum). Our evaluation shows that DOF-SR provides nearly
a 80% throughput increase over Jello in crowded environments. Further, the coexisting WiFi/Zigbee radios suffer less than 10% throughput drop with DOF-SR,
while Jello can cause nearly a 45% throughput drop. DOF-SR outperforms because
it can accurately detect (un)occupied spectrum even at low SNRs as well as the
occupying signal types, allowing it to more accurately scavenge unused spectrum, yet
guarantee that it does not affect the co-existing radios.

3.2

Related Work

DOF bridges and builds upon related work in signal detection and cyclostationary
signal analysis. We discuss both of them below.
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Signal Detection

Detecting Radio Type: Prior work such as RFDump and others [?, 57] has used
unique protocol characteristics (e.g. 10µs delay between data and ACK WiFi packets)
to infer radio type. The basic approach is to detect the start and end of packets
using energy detection in the time domain, and use the delays between packets to
estimate radio type. However, energy detection is not accurate at medium to low
SNR, and fails if there are multiple interfering signals as we show in our evaluation
in Sec. 3.6. Other work [53] has used preamble correlation to detect radio type by
exploiting known preambles at the start of a packet. However this technique doesn’t
work for legacy analog signals such as microwaves, cordless phones etc which don’t
have preambles. Further, as prior work has shown [27], preamble correlation requires
coarse synchronization to the carrier frequency of the detected signal, which becomes
expensive given the large number of carrier frequencies for different radio types in the
ISM band.
Detecting Spectrum Occupancy: Prior work such as Jello [67] has used edge
detection on the power spectral density of the received signal to estimate spectrum
occupancy. The basic idea is to compute the slope of the PSD at every point, and
detect signal starts and ends based on thresholds on the slope. However, at low
SNRs and for signals whose spectral masks are not of good quality, the accuracy of
this approach is low because noise and spectral leakage can cause sharp spikes in the
slope away from where the signal is located. Further, this approach fails when we have
multiple interfering signals who also overlap in the frequency domain, since a edge
will be detected as soon as the first signal ends, in spite of the second signal which
occupies some more portion of the spectrum. Other approaches based on energy
detection such as SpecNet [35] also suffer at low SNRs and are unable to distinguish
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between overlapping signals.
Detecting Angle of Arrival: Prior work such as SecureAngle [66] has used classic
AoA estimation algorithms [16, 38, 59] to compute AoAs of the incoming signals.
These approaches are highly accurate, and we show in our evaluation that DOF’s
accuracy is similar. Further, DOF can automatically associate a signal type with the
AoA (e.g. a WiFi signal is impinging at 45o ), while prior approaches need separate
detectors to associate signal type.
DOF thus provides a single framework that estimates all three parameters, and
with accuracy better than the best known implemented techniques for each component.

3.2.2

Cyclostationary Signal Analysis

DOF builds on prior work in cyclostationary signal analysis, which was pioneered
in the early 90’s through the work of Gardner [23], and has been used widely in a
variety of applications [29, 44, 60, 68]. Further, recent work [20, 22] has used neural
network classifiers with cyclostationary features to detect the type of modulation used
in a received signal. Finally, recent work has implemented cyclostationary techniques
on the USRP platform [50, 51, 54] and evaluated its effectiveness for detection and
rendezvous in cognitive networks.
As we will see in Sec. 3.3, DOF builds on this prior work to design an efficient
feature extraction technique. However, DOF differentiates itself from all prior work
in cyclostationary signal analysis in the following ways:
• DOF designs an efficient linear-time classification technique based on hiearchical
SVMs to estimate the type of multiple overlapping signals. Prior approaches
based on neural networks [20,22] have cubic computational complexity and those
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based on SVMs [41] are limited to classifying a single signal. DOF’s technique
is robust to the presence of multiple interfering signals and can reuse the same
SVM decision tree for classifying all component signal types. To the best of our
knowledge, we are not aware of prior work in cyclostationary analysis that has
handled detection of multiple interfering signals.
• DOF extends cyclostationary signal analysis to detect angle of arrivals, and
designs a novel algorithm that computes AoAs as well as associates the signal
type with the signal on each AoA.
• DOF is implemented on a wideband radio, and has been evaluated extensively in
an indoor testbed with five different interfering signal types (WiFi, Bluetooth,
Zigbee, Analog Cordless phones and microwave signals). We are not aware of
any work that provides a similar extensive evaluation.
• We also design and build a preliminary prototype of a smart radio based on
DOF, and show experimentally how it can be used to increase network capacity
without harming other radios.

3.3

Overview & Design

DOF operates on windows of raw samples from the ADC which do not undergo
any demodulation, decoding or synchronization. These raw samples are processed to
extract feature vectors, which are then used to detect signal types, the corresponding
spectrum occupancies and the AoAs of the signals at the detector. Before discussing
the detailed design, we provide the high level intuition behind DOF.
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3.3.1

Intuition

The key insight behind DOF is that almost every radio protocol used for communication has hidden repeating patterns. For example, an OFDM PHY (used in WiFi) has
a cyclic prefix (CP) where at the end of each OFDM symbol block, the symbols from
the start are repeated. The CP serves two purposes, first it helps in avoiding intersymbol interference, and second it helps in preserving orthogonality of the OFDM
subcarriers [64]. Thus a CP is an important attribute of the OFDM PHY itself,
and necessary for its correct operation. Similarly, every other protocol operating in
the ISM band has repeating patterns, that are unique and needed for their correct
operation.
Note that these patterns are fundamental to the corresponding physical layers and
are present in every packet (data, ACK and for every bitrate). These patterns are
not some quirk of a specific hardware implementation or PHY layer parameter setting
(e.g. different channel transmission times for a 1500B packet based on what bitrate
is used in WiFi). Hence these patterns can potentially form a robust signature that
is invariant to differences in hardware or PHY layer parameters.
How can we use the existence of these hidden patterns to detect the signal type,
occupied spectrum and angle of arrival? We can use the following key trick from
cyclostationary signal analysis [23]: if a signal has a repeating pattern, then if we
correlate the received signal against itself delayed by a fixed amount, the correlation
will peak when the delay is equal to the period at which the pattern repeats. Specifically,
lets denote the raw signal samples we are receiving by x[n]. Consider the following
function
Rxα (τ )

=

∞
X
n=−∞

x[n][x∗ [n − τ ]]e−j2παn

(3.1)
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For an appropriate value of τ corresponding to the time period between the repeating patterns, the above value will be maximized, since the random patterns in
x[n] will be aligned. Further, these peak values occur only at periodic intervals in
n. Hence the second exponential term e−j2παn is in effect computing the frequency
α at which this hidden pattern repeats. We define such a frequency as a pattern
frequency, and Eq. 3.1 is known as the Cyclic Autocorrelation Function (CAF) [23]
at a particular pattern frequency α and delay τ . The CAF will exhibit a high value
only for delays and pattern frequencies that correspond to repeating patterns in the
signal.
Figure. 3.1 shows the 2-D CAF plots for a received signal that has WiFi and Zigbee
signals interfering with each other. As explained above, WiFi uses OFDM, and has a
repeating cyclic prefix, as well as other repeating patterns. In the CAF plot, we see
spikes corresponding to these repeating patterns at different pattern frequencies and
delays. Similarly, the Zigbee signal shows spikes at pattern frequencies corresponding
to how its pulse repeats. Note the stark difference in the locations of the spikes
for pattern frequencies for WiFi and Zigbee. The differentiability in spike locations
enables DOF to distinguish both signals even when they are interfering with each
other.
DOF uses the locations of these pattern frequencies as signatures for different
signal types. In the following sections we expand on this insight and explain the
design of the classifier, spectrum occupancy and AoA detection algorithms, which are
DOF’s main and novel contributions. However, to make these algorithms practical, we
first need to efficiently evaluate the Cyclic Autocorrelation Function at the relevant
pattern frequencies. Hence we first discuss DOF’s feature extraction step, which
borrows ideas from cyclostationary signal processing to design an efficient extraction
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Figure 3.1: Cyclic Autocorrelation Function for WiFi and Zigbee - The spikes at different
pattern frequencies are due to the repeating OFDM CP, and the repeating pulse on which
QPSK symbols are modulated in Zigbee.

algorithm.

3.4

Design

DOF’s design consists of 4 stages and an overview of the architecture is shown in
Figure 3.2.

3.4.1

Feature Extraction

DOF’s feature extraction component computes feature vectors from the digital samples delivered by the ADC. Our algorithm builds on a rich body of prior work in
cyclostationary signal analysis [23], and is conceptually similar to recent work in
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Figure 3.2: Overview of DOF showing the overall architecture and where it sits in the
stack. Extracted features are first classified by signal type and then processed to determine
which wireless degrees of freedom are in use. DOF then passes the distilled information up
to the MAC layer which can utilize the information as it sees fit.

whitespace radios that uses cyclostationary analysis to detect primary TV transmitters. Our main contribution here is the adaptation of the algorithm to work for the
multitude of signals in the ISM band and an efficient implementation that works on
a 100MHz wideband radio.
As described in 3.3.1 the feature extraction step is supposed to find the prominent
pattern frequencies which represent the frequencies at which repeating patterns manifest in the different PHYs. However, instead of using the CAF defined in Eq. 3.1, we
use an equivalent representation called the Spectral Correlation Function (SCF) [23]:
Sxα (f ) =

P∞

τ =−∞

Rxα (τ )e−j2πτ

(3.2)

The SCF is equal to the frequency transform of the CAF. Since frequency transforms
are unitary, both representations are equivalent. If the CAF peaked for a certain value
of τ , then the SCF will peak for a particular value of f that is inversely proportional
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to τ . Intuitively, the reason for this is that if a hidden pattern repeats at a lag of τ ,
then by definition it repeats for every integer multiple of τ .
The reason for moving to the SCF is that it can be computed efficiently [54] for
discrete time windows as follows
L−1

Sxα (f )

1X
∗
=
XlN (f )XlN
(f − α)
L l=0

(3.3)

where XlN (f ) is the FFT of the received signal for the l’th time window of length N
samples, ∗ is the complex conjugate, and the summation is over L consecutive time
windows of the received signal.
The key thing to note in Eq 3.3 is that the SCF can be expressed as a product
of the FFTs of the received signal. Hence to compute the SCF at any pattern frequency α, one just has to take the product of the received signal’s FFT with itself
albeit shifted in the frequency domain by α. FFTs are very efficient to implement
in hardware [37], and any wireless PHY that would use OFDM would already have
an FFT hardware module. Hence we believe that the SCF can be easily computed
using existing hardware. We compute and evaluate the computational complexity
and verify the above claim in Sec. 3.5.
Feature Extraction: Finally, we summarize DOF’s feature vector. Given the universe of signal types to detect (WiFi, Zigbee, cordless phones, microwaves and Bluetooth currently), we first determine the union of the unique sets of pattern frequency
and frequency tuples contained in each type’s signature. Let this union consist of the
following M tuples, (α1 , f1 ), ..., (αM , fM ), then the feature vector F~ is defined as:
F (i) = (Sxαi (fi ))

∀i = 1, . . . , M

(3.4)
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The components of the feature vector are values of the SCF at different points, unique
to the corresponding signal types.

3.4.2

Estimating Signal Type

DOF designs a novel decision tree based on SVMs [14] which allows it to classify
multiple component signal types in an interfered signal using the extracted feature
vectors. A SVM classifier takes an input feature vector, F~ , and predicts the signal
type T if any that exists in the received signal. These classifiers are trained using a
small labeled dataset. It’s common to regularize the feature vectors using a kernel
function such as a Gaussian kernel [14] and project them to higher dimensions to
make the feature vectors belonging to different types linearly separable, we use the
same technique in DOF.
A naive method of using these classifiers is to train a SVM classifier using labeled
data collected by transmitting from a particular radio and computing the corresponding feature vector from the received signal, and doing so for different radio types and
locations. However, this generic off-the-shelf SVM design fails to work. The reason
is that DOF expects to accurately detect signal types even when the received signal
has multiple interfering signals in it. Interference significantly distorts feature vectors
and throws off the SVM classifier. Specifically, the SCF for an interfered signal at a
particular pattern frequency α can be shown to be equal to [23]:
α
α
α
rClSX
(f ) = a2 SX
(f ) + b2 SX
(f ) + R
1
2

(3.5)

where X1 and X2 are the interfering signals with amplitudes a and b. R is a residual
term representing cross-talk between the two signals. Thus the feature vector will be
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Figure 3.3: Detecting the Number of Signals - Asynchrony between packets causes differences in the L0 Norm of F~

a sum of the feature vectors if the signals alone had been present without interference
scaled according to their respective powers, plus a term that represents the crosstalk.
The unique pattern frequencies for each component signal type are retained, but after
kernel regularization, the test feature vector itself will not correspond to any of the
training feature vectors the SVM classifier has been trained on.
One naive approach to this problem would be to train SVMs for all possible
combinations of signals. However, this approach quickly gets out of hand, since the
classifier has to account for the fact that the interfering signals will have different
unknown powers, and consequently the feature vectors will be clustered differently
for each combination of powers. Training classifiers for all possible signal combinations
and powers is prohibitively expensive.

Robust & Efficient Classification
DOF builds a decision tree that can efficiently identify multiple component signal
types in an interfering signal via two steps:
1) Exploiting Asynchrony: Transmissions from different nodes in the real world
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rarely overlap with each other perfectly since transmissions from two independent
nodes will very likely be asynchronous as shown in Fig. 3.3. DOF exploits this idea
to compute two quantities: the number of component signals in the received signal,
and their average individual power.
To determine how many signals are present, DOF uses the following idea: if a new
signal starts interfering, then the feature vector DOF extracts will start showing many
new non-zero components due to the unique features belonging to the new signal.
Hence, we can use the following algorithm to compute the number of interfering
signals:
1. Keep track of the l0 norm (i.e. the number of non-zero components) of the
computed feature vector.
2. If the l0 norm exhibits a sudden shift, then declare a change in the number
of interfering signals. If the l0 norm shift is positive, then a new signal has
started interfering, if the change is negative, then one of the interfering signals
has stopped.
The above algorithm begins by initializing the counter for the number of signals to
zero. Hence, the algorithm continuously keeps track of the number of interfering
signals at any point.
Second, DOF exploits the fact that the total power of the received signal is equal
to the sum of the powers of the constituent signals and noise. Hence, as the received
signal samples are received, DOF keeps a moving window average of the power at
that point. If DOF detect a new signal, it estimates the power of the new signal, as
the new received signal power minus the received signal power before the presence of
a new signal was detected. Thus, DOF detects the number of component signals, as
well as their powers in the received signal. It exploits this information in classifying
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the constituent signal types, as we explain next.
2) Constructing the SVMs: DOF exploits knowledge of the number of signal types
and their powers computed above to design an efficient SVM decision tree for classification. The basic idea is to train a small number of classifiers equal to the number of
signal types we wish to detect (currently five signal types in our implementation): one
classifier for the case where the received signal has zero or one signal type, another
classifier when the received signal has two signal types and so on. These classifiers
are trained with labeled datasets that are generated by taking labeled data from experiments where there is a single signal type in the collected data, and adding them
up after normalizing their powers. For example, if we have labeled data containing
WiFi signals at power P1 and another labeled dataset containing Zigbee signals at
power P2 , to create one labeled data point for the classifier meant for two signals,
we would add the two datasets above after normalizing their powers to be equal. By
taking different numbers and combinations of signal types and repeating the above
procedure, we create five training sets for the five SVM classifiers.
The above technique has two advantages. First, we only need to train five classifiers, significantly smaller than the naive approach which needs at least 31 different
SVM classifiers (one for each combination of signal types and possibly more for different powers). Second, collecting training data is relatively easy, since we only have
to collect data from controlled experiments where there is a single radio operating,
and we can artificially add them up later to generate data for classifiers attempting
to detect multiple interfering signal types.
To use these classifiers in practice however, we need to normalize the amplitudes
of the computed feature vectors since the classifiers were trained on data where the
component signals had equal power. To accomplish this, we exploit that we can
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compute the powers of the individual signals using asynchrony as we explained in
the previous section. For example, lets say we are classifying a signal which we have
estimated to have two different component signals with powers P1 and P2 , and the
signal X1 starts before X2 . Due to asynchrony, we have an interference free part
of X1 and consequently an interference free estimate of the corresponding feature
vector F1 . When we get to the part of the signal where these two signals interfere,
we multiply the components of the new feature vector that were also non-zero in the
original feature vector by P2 , and the remaining components by P1 . In effect, we
have normalized the feature vectors corresponding to both components to have the
same amplitude P1 P2 . Now, the classifiers that were trained on normalized data can
proceed to classify the component signal types.
The above technique recursively generalizes to any number of interfering signals,
since we can use the above procedure whenever we detect that a new signal has
started interfering. Similarly, we can reverse the technique when we detect that one
of the signals has stopped. Specifically, if we detect via the l0 norm technique that
the number of signal types has reduced by 1, and the total observed power drops by
P 0 , then we just normalize the remaining feature vector components by 1/P 0 .

3.4.3

Estimating Spectrum Occupancy

After identifying signal type, DOF computes the carrier frequency and bandwidth of
each signal type. The key idea is that the feature vectors that were extracted for detecting type also encode information about the carrier frequency and the bandwidth
of the signal. The reason is that almost every wireless communication signal modulates constellation symbols (e.g. QAM) on top of standard bandwidth-limited pulses
such as raised cosine filters. The pulse rate is directly proportional to the bandwidth
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for that signal (e.g. 5MHz for Zigbee). This repeating pulse gives rise to specific pattern frequencies whose value is a function of the bandwidth and the carrier frequency
of that signal. For OFDM signals like WiFi, instead of a pulse we have the CP that
repeats at a frequency proportional to the bandwidth of the signal. DOF leverages
these relationships in building its spectrum occupancy estimation algorithm.
To see why feature vectors encode information about the carrier frequency and
bandwidth, consider the following BPSK signal that is representative of transmitted
wireless signals
s(t) = b cos(2πfb t)ej2πfc t

(3.6)

where b = ±1 represents the bits and the cos(2πfb t) represents the pulse on which the
bits are modulated, and fb is the bandwidth used for transmission, and fc is the carrier
frequency. Note that typically for spectrum masking purposes more specialized pulses
than simple cosines are used, but for our explanation, this representation suffices.
Lets assume the center frequency of our detector is fc0 and the gap with the
transmitted signal’s carrier frequency is δf = |fc − fc0 |. This gap just shifts the FFT
of the signal by the same amount δf . To see how the SCF for the received signal
looks, lets first compute the CAF for this with τ = 0
CAF (s(t)) = b2 e−2πδf t + b2 cos(4πfb t)

(3.7)

As discussed before, the SCF is just the FFT of the CAF. From the above equation
it becomes clear that when we take its FFT, we will see two spikes, one at δf , and
one at 2fb , giving us two prominent pattern frequencies at these locations. The
location of the two pattern frequencies along with the knowledge of the detector’s
center frequency fc0 is sufficient to compute the bandwidth and carrier frequency of
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Table 3.1: Relationship between Pattern Frequencies and Bandwidth/Carrier Frequency

Signal Type

Pattern Frequency Locations

WiFi

all α’s between [fc −

Bluetooth

fc , fc +

BW
2 ,

BW
2 , fc

fc −

+

BW
2 ]

BW
2

Analog Phone

fc , fc + BW , fc − BW

ZigBee

2fc + BW , 2fc − BW

the transmitted signal.
The above technique generalizes to every communication radio (including analog
radios such as cordless phones), i.e. the Spectral Correlation Function of a signal will
exhibit a prominent value at a pattern frequency corresponding to some function of
fc , fb . Table 3.1 lists the pattern frequencies that are observed in the SCF which are
direct functions of the carrier frequency and occupied bandwidth for different signal
types. This table serves as the basis of DOF’s algorithm for spectrum occupancy and
carrier frequency estimation.
However, the above technique has two caveats. First, for Bluetooth signals which
employ frequency hopping over 1 MHz intervals at a rate of 1600 hops/second, the
per hop period is 1/1600 = 625µs. In our current implementation, our spectrum
occupancy algorithm runs over a window of roughly 1ms intervals. Hence, DOF
may estimate multiple spectrum occupancies for Bluetooth signals, since a Bluetooth
signal could hop multiple times in 1ms. Second, the above intuition does not work
for non communication signals such as microwave ovens because we are unable to
exploit packet asynchrony to determine the number of signals present in the time
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window. However, as prior work has shown [61], microwave signals can be modeled
as FM signals with a sweeping bandwidth that is equal to the AC power switching
frequency. We can leverage this model to initialize our asynchrony detector counter
based on the number of feature vectors when the counter is set to zero, and also
compute the occupied spectrum for microwave signals due to these feature vectors.
Finally, note that one cannot determine bandwidth occupancy directly from signal
type. While the detected signal type (e.g. WiFi) can tell us what is the expected
signal bandwidth (e.g. 20MHz for Wifi), it cannot tell us what carrier frequency
is used since WiFi has 11 different channels. The above technique determines both
bandwidth and carrier frequency directly from the feature vectors.

3.4.4

Estimating Angles of Arrival

The final component of DOF is angle of arrival (AoA) estimation for each signal type
detected. DOF designs a novel and efficient algorithm that extends cyclostationary
analysis to also compute AoAs. The key insight is that we can leverage already
known information about the unique pattern frequencies corresponding to a signal
type to extract their AoAs. We demonstrate the basic idea using a simple uniform
linear MIMO antenna array (ULA) [59] as our antenna geometry. Our algorithm
generalizes to any antenna geometry, but ULA suffices for exposition.
Lets assume that we have M antennas and our radio receives N < M signals
that exhibit pattern features at unique αn ∀n = 1, . . . , N and arrive at AoAs θi ∀i =
1, . . . , N respectively. A uniform linear array by definition has all its antennas on a
line with equal spacing between them as shown in Fig. 3.4. Because the antennas
are equally spaced, a signal at a particular angle of arrival θ has a difference in
propagation distance that results in a time delay at the mth antenna with respect to
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the first antenna of
τm (θ) = (m − 1)

d sin θ
c

(3.8)

where c is the rate of propagation (speed of light for free space) through the medium
and d is the inter-antenna spacing. A delay in the time domain manifests itself as a
phase shift as long as the narrowband assumption holds (the bandwidth of the signal
does not exceed the channel’s coherence bandwidth) and so the received signal at the
M antennas modeled as a summation of all the interfering components is equal to

y(t) =
=

PN

n=1

φ(θn )xn (t) + n(t)

(3.9)

Φx(t) + n(t)

where x = [x1 ... xN ]T with each xn corresponding to the signal arriving at angle
θn , y = [y1 ... yN ]T is the vector consisting of signals received at the M antennas,
φ(θn ) = [1 ej2πfc τ2 (θn ) ... ej2πfc τM (θn ) ]T , and Φ = [φ(θ1 ) . . . φ(θn )] where fc is the
carrier frequency.
The objective of any AoA estimation algorithm is to compute the N column
vectors in the AoA matrix φ, since they directly provide the corresponding AoAs for
each of the N signal types. The typical approach is to do a search over the space
of possible matrices, and algorithms differ in how the search is conducted. The key
contribution in our algorithm is a way to leverage the computed pattern frequencies
to significantly reduce the search space and thus enable fast AoA computation, as well
as automatically associate the computed AoAs with the corresponding signal type.
Lets assume we have detected a particular signal type and that it has a unique
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Figure 3.4: Uniform Linear Array - Sensing a plane wave impinging at an angle θ
pattern frequency αu and is arriving at a single AoA θu . DOF’s algorithm first computes the Spectral Correlation Matrix Sαyu of the received signal at the M antennas 1
at the unique pattern frequency αu . We omit the proof for brevity, but we can show
that this matrix is related to the AoA vector φ(θu ) as follows:
~yαu (f ) = Φ(θu )S
~xαu (f )Φ(θu )H
S

(3.10)

where (·)H denotes the conjugate transpose operation. Since αu is unique to this signal
~ αu (f ) will be a diagonal matrix, which implies that Φ(θu ) is the eigenvector
type, S
x
~ αu . Hence, in order to compute the AoA for this signal
of the computed matrix S
y
type, we just have to compute the eigenvector of the matrix computed in Eq. 3.10.
Because this computation is only performed at the pattern frequencies corresponding
to the received signal and not all possible pattern frequencies, we are able to reduce
the overall computation and associate signal type with each angle.
1

a generalization for MIMO signals of the Spectral Correlation Function defined in earlier sections
for single signals
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In practice due to multipath effects, each signal type will arrive at multiple AoAs.
Due to this instead of a single eigenvector as above, we will have multiple eigenvectors,
each corresponding to a different angle at which this signal arrives.
There are two important takeaways from this section:
• By detecting signal types we obtain a list of corresponding unique pattern frequencies. These are directly used in the AoA algorithm described above to
efficiently calculate AoAs.
• By the very nature of the algorithm, i.e. our use of the unique pattern frequencies for the detected signal types, the computed AoAs are naturally and
accurately associated with the corresponding signal types.

3.5

Implementation

DOF is implemented in C using a fast FFT implementation from FFTW [2] on a PC
with an Intel Core i7 980x processor and 8GB of RAM. We use a wideband radio [48]
(shown in Fig. 3.5) with a frontend bandwidth of 100MHz spanning the entire ISM
band. The wideband radio is a modified channel sounder that was originally designed
for taking channel measurements by sending user specified pilots. We modify the
frontend to be able to send and receive arbitrary waveforms in the entire 100MHz
ISM band. The frontend has a carrier frequency of 2.45GHz and a max output power
of 15dBm. However, similar to other SDR platforms such as USRP2s, the interconnect
between the SDR frontend and the PC does not meet the latency requirements needed
to implement timing sensitive MAC functions such as ACKs. DOF’s algorithms
operate on the raw digital samples collected by the wideband frontend. We provide
a microbenchmark for our implementation in Sec. 3.5.1.
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20MHz 40MHz 60MHz 80MHz 100MHz
0.4
0.8
1.4
1.8
2.5
Table 3.2: Microbenchmarks - CPU time normalized wrt actual signal time of the trace

3.5.1

Complexity

In this section we discuss the computational complexity of DOF. We compare DOF’s
complexity against the simple and widely used PSD based edge/energy detector [?,
57, 67]. For AoA estimation, we compare it against the MUSIC algorithm [59] used
in prior work such as SecureAngle [66].
Computational Complexity: The main computationally intensive task in DOF is
the feature extraction step, which involves computing Eq. 3.3 for every component
in the feature vector. The complexity is dictated by the choice of the FFT length
N and the averaging window L. Higher values of N and L provide better resolution
for the FFT and SCF respectively [23] and consequently higher accuracy for DOF,
but also increase complexity. In our current implementation, we find that N = 512
and L = 16 suffices for DOF to work accurately over the 100MHz ISM band. Prior
energy/edge based approaches [67] use a 256 point FFT, but were implemented over
narrowband USRP2 radios with at most 10MHz bandwidth, while DOF works over a
wideband radio with 100MHz bandwidth. We believe that prior work would have to
use at least a 512 length FFT to operate over such widebands, otherwise the spectral
resolution would be too low resulting in inaccuracy. (we verified the inaccuracy with
256 length FFTs experimentally for one prior approach [67]).
DOF and edge/energy detection share the same FFT complexity [3] of 5N log N =
20384 floating point operations per window. Next, DOF computes the K = 80 feature
vector components by averaging over 16 windows, which costs another 4 ∗ 16 ∗ 80 =
5120 floating point operations. Note that prior FFT based approaches [57, 67] also
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have to perform this averaging to smooth the FFT and avoid false positives. Our radio
type classifier has an l0 norm estimator and equalizer, that require K + N ≈ 600
comparisons. The SVM classifiers require K = 80 real multiplications, while the
spectrum occupancy estimation algorithm requires a small number of extra operations
equal to the number of signal types detected. Thus in total, DOF requires 6000 extra
floating point operations, in addition to the 20384 floating point operations that the
FFT requires. Hence DOF’s extra complexity is less than 30% over a standard FFT
which we believe is reasonably modest.
Energy detection of course cannot compute AoAs, hence we compare DOF’s complexity with the MUSIC algorithm [59] that is used in prior work [66]. The order
computational complexity of MUSIC as well as DOF’s AoA estimation algorithm is
O(P M 3 ), where M is the number of antennas and P is the number of distinct AoAs.
However, we find empirically that the constant in the order notation is significantly
smaller for DOF. This is because the MUSIC algorithm involves computing eigenvectors for a series of matrices as it converges to the correct AoAs. DOF on the other
hand has to compute the eigenvectors only once as described in Section 3.4.4.
To summarize, DOF has modestly higher if not similar computational complexity
compared to traditional energy/edge detectors, and actually lower complexity than
other AoA methods. However, as we will see in the next section, DOF significantly
outperforms energy/edge based approaches and has additional features such as signal
type detection that energy/edge based detectors do not provide. Hence, we believe
that the additional complexity is a reasonable tradeoff given the significant gains in
functionality and accuracy.
Micro-benchmark: Table 3.2 provides benchmark results for DOF’s current software implementation. We calculate the normalized time by dividing the wall clock
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Figure 3.5: Testbed layout and wideband software radio

time used by our system divided by the actual signal time on the air. The goal is to
see how close to “realtime” our system is. We provide benchmarks as we vary the
bandwidth of the radio from 20MHz to 100MHz in increments of 20MHz. A larger
bandwidth naturally means a faster stream of data to keep up with.
DOF performs in realtime for radios with bandwidths of up to 40MHz and starts
falling behind with higher bandwidths. However, this is a software based implementation of the FFT (which requires the most computation), and we believe a hardware
implementation would be significantly faster and be able to handle higher bandwidths.
Further these benchmarks compare favorably with prior work [?].
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Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the accuracy of DOF and determine how different factors
such as signal SNR, the number of interfering signals impact its performance using
testbed experiments. Our current implementation is geared towards 5 common signal
types in the ISM band - WiFi, Zigbee, Bluetooth, analog/digital cordless phones and
microwave signals.
We first summarize our findings:
• DOF’s performance is robust to the SNR of the detected signals. We find that
DOF achieves greater than 85% accuracy even when the SNR of the detected
signals is as low as 0dB. The best known prior approach have errors greater
than 40% for SNRs below 8dB. [?]
• DOF’s performance is robust to interference between detected signals. We find
that DOF accurately classifies all component signals with greater than 82%
accuracy even with 3 interfering signals. Prior approaches do not work with
interfered signals.
• DOF’s spectrum occupancy estimates are at least 85% accurate, at SNRs as
low as 0dB and in the presence of multiple overlapping and interfering signals.
The best known prior approach achieves an accuracy of 65% under similar
conditions.
• DOF’s AoA estimation is as accurate as the best known prior technique [59].
Further, unlike prior work it accurately associates the estimated AoAs with the
correct type for the signal arriving at that angle.
Compared Approaches: We compare against the best known implemented systems
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TX 1

Figure 3.6: Testbed layout and wideband software radio

for each component in DOF. First we compare against RFDump [?] which uses timing
and phase analysis for detecting radio types. Second, we compare against Jello [67]
which uses edge detection on the FFT to detect occupied spectrum. Finally, we
compare against SecureAngle’s [66] MUSIC technique [59] for computing AoA.
Testbed: The testbed for the experimental results consists of an indoor office environment with cubicle-style office rooms (see Fig.3.6). The total office size was 105ft
× 48ft, the ceiling height was 10ft, and the height of the cubicle partitions was 5.5ft.
Our wideband radio was placed at three different locations as shown by the shaded
circles in Fig. 3.6, while the radios that we wish to detect (WiFi, Zigbee, cordless
phones, bluetooth devices and microwaves) are placed randomly in the office and allowed to transmit. The measurements were taken when the office was empty, and
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ambient interference from sources outside our control (the departmental WiFi network, microwaves etc) was absent. While the design of DOF was tested using data
from a 100 MHz channel sounder, note that conceptually DOF will work with any
stream of raw data which can be obtained via commodity software radios such as
USRPs. We used the channel sounder as opposed to USRPs because we wanted to
demonstrate the full breadth of DOF’s capabilities and did not want the range of our
tests to be curbed by the limitations of the data acquisition device.
Training Data: The DOF SVM classifiers are first trained with labeled data generated via controlled experiments in the testbed. The training signals are generated
by randomly turning on one of the five radios at a random location with randomly
picked PHY parameters when applicable (bitrate, channel etc). Turning on means
continuously transmitting packets for WiFi, Zigbee and Bluetooth radios, making a
continuous call for the cordless phone and powering on for the microwave oven. We
generate 30 labeled points for each radio type. The SVMs for detecting multiple
signal types are trained by synthetically combining the single signal labeled data as
described in Sec. 3.4.2. Hence the training complexity of DOF is relatively modest.
Note that once DOF is trained, the training data allows DOF to operate in any physical environment so long as the training is representative of all possible parameters
that a signal could have (bitrate, modulations, etc.). But for signals which aren’t
FCC-certified (e.g. microwaves), training has to be done specific to each instance
since those protocols are not governed by a uniform specification.
Calculating SNR: In our plots, the reader will often see measurements at SNRs as
low as −5dB. The reason we are able to calculate such low SNRs is our wideband
radio, which is a modified channel sounder. Specifically, the sounder was initially
designed to conduct wide area surveying for a WiMax network deployment. In such
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Figure 3.7: DOF has high classification accuracy over a large range of SNRs
scenarios, such low SNRs need to be measured and the sounder comes equipped with
a proprietary technique that allows two sounders to be placed at separate locations
and yet accurately measure the SNR between them even when it is as low as −5dB.
We leverage this capability to measure the SNRs in our experiments.

3.6.1

Estimating Signal Types

We evaluate DOF’s accuracy in detecting component signal types in the received
signal and compare it to the accuracy of RFDump [?], defining accuracy as the probability of correct classification.
Method: For each run, we pick a random subset of the five different radio types.
We place the corresponding radios at a random location, randomly set their PHY
parameters (bitrate, channel etc) in the testbed and allow them to transmit. We also
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DOF: Multiple Signal Classification
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Figure 3.8: DOF has high classification accuracy even for multiple interfered signals.

measure the SNR of the channel from each location. The same received samples are
passed to the DOF detector and the RFDump detector - both algorithms are run at
the same bandwidth. Because RFDump was not designed for such a large bandwidth,
it does not work if there are multiple signals overlapping in time and for legacy radios
such as cordless phones and microwave ovens. Hence for RFDump, we eliminate
traces with multiple interfered signals, or if they have analog phone or microwave
signals in them and compute its accuracy only for the remaining three signal types.
Fig. 3.7 plots the accuracy of DOF and RFDump against SNR when there is a single
signal. Because SNR doesn’t work as a metric when there are multiple interfered
signals, we plot the CDF of the error across all experimental runs in Fig. 3.7.
Analysis: Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 show that DOF has high classification accuracy over a
large range of SNRs and for multiple interfered signals. DOF achieves an accuracy
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ranging from 85 − 100%, even for SNRs as low as 0dB when there is a single signal
present. For multiple interfered signals, DOF achieves an accuracy greater than 85%
at least 90% of the time even when there are three interfered signals in the trace. DOF
is robust to SNR because our feature vector components are calculated by correlating
and integrating repeated patterns over long intervals, hence even if individual samples
have low power, the integration over the entire interval yields very prominent features.
Also since the repeating patterns are unique to each signal and uncorrelated with other
signal types, they are quite robust to the presence of interfering signals.
RFDump achieves an accuracy of at most 60% when the SNR of the detected
signal is between between −5 to 8dB. RFDump uses two techniques, timing analysis
and phase analysis to classify signal types. Timing analysis is based on detecting
start and end of packets using energy detection, while the phase analysis component
is dependent on computing statistics of the phases of received samples which use
phase modulation such as Zigbee and Bluetooth. Both operations are error prone at
medium to low SNRs, since noise significantly affects the accuracy of energy detection,
and distorts the received phases affecting the phase statistics. Finally, RFDump fails
to work in the presence of multiple interfering signals, since it cannot detect start or
end of packets reliably when signals overlap in time, and phases are distorted when
there is a strong additive interferer.

Why is accuracy slightly lower for interfering signals? DOF’s accuracy is
slightly lower when there are multiple interfering signals present in the received signal.
Because DOF’s ability to classify multiple interfering signals hinges on how well it is
able to exploit asynchrony, at first glance it seems like this may be the root of the
problem. Upon closer inspection, we found that while asynchrony detection errors are
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Figure 3.9: DOF classification is slightly lower for low-power low-bandwidth signals that
are overlapped with stronger signals.

present, they account for a small fraction of the overall errors. Asynchrony detection
errors occur when the offset between different transmissions is shorter than the cyclic
feature processing time. Because an FFT of length 512 using FFTW [2] can be
performed in 4µs and the extra complexity of cyclic feature extraction is < 30% over
that of a standard FFT (sec. 3.5), the probability of repeatedly missing the offset
between asynchronous transmissions (WiFi, ZigBee, and Bluetooth all have packet
lengths on the order of 100’s of µs to a few ms) is small.
The main reason for the lower accuracy is that certain low-power and low-bandwidth
signals are not detected in some corner cases when there is strong frequency overlap.
Fig. 3.9 plots the accuracy of our classification for different signal types as a function
of the frequency overlap from another signal. Frequency overlap between signals of
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the same type is rare because their identical MAC protocols act as a mechanism to
prevent this. When signals do overlap, this is because they are of different types.
Referring to Table 3.1, different types of signals centered at the same carrier frequency exhibit distinct patterns. Thus overall, DOF’s classification accuracy does
not deteriorate drastically when signals overlap, except for Bluetooth, which we can
see drops with increasing overlap. The reason is that Bluetooth signals have a low
bandwidth of 1 MHz. If the signal is overlapped in frequency by a stronger signal
like WiFi, then DOF fails to even detect the Bluetooth signal. Bluetooth signals only
have a few unique features because of their simple structure and small bandwidth,
while a WiFi signal has a rich feature set some of which are close to the Bluetooth
pattern frequencies. Consequently, DOF ends up not detecting the Bluetooth signal,
resulting in lower accuracy.

3.6.2

Estimating Occupied Spectrum

In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of DOF’s spectrum occupancy estimation,
and compare it with the edge detection based approach in Jello [67]. To make a fair
comparison, we allow Jello to use the same 512 length FFT as DOF.
Method: The experiment is conducted similar to the above classification experiments
and the raw dump of the received signal at our wideband radio is sent to DOF’s and
Jello’s spectrum occupancy estimators. We take the estimated occupied spectrum
from both systems, and compute the absolute error for both. The error is computed
as the sum of the estimated occupied spectrum components that are not actually
occupied plus the estimated unoccupied spectrum which is actually occupied. We
normalize the error by the ground truth spectrum occupancy. We plot two separate
figures, Fig. 3.10(a) plots the error vs SNR of the detected signal when there is a
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Figure 3.10: DOF is more accurate than edge detection at low SNRs and with multiple
interfering signals in estimating occupied spectrum
single received signal in the trace and Fig. 3.10(b) plots the CDF of normalized errors
when there are more than 1 potentially overlapping signals in the trace.
Analysis: Fig. 3.10(a) shows that DOF is reasonably accurate in estimating occupied
spectrum. The normalized error in estimating occupied spectrum is around 15% at
low SNR and reduces to 5% at higher SNR, but never approaches 0 because of the
FFT size which inherently limits resolution.
Fig: 3.10(b) plots the CDF of errors when there is more than one signal in the
received trace. DOF achieves a median error of 15% in these experiments, slightly
higher than the single sender case. Apart from the FFT resolution, the other contributor to the error is overlapping signals in the frequency domain. As in the classification
case, when a strong signal overlaps in frequency with a weak signal like Bluetooth,
it becomes hard to even detect that the Bluetooth signal exists and consequently we
miss its feature vector components. Hence, the spectrum occupancy error is slightly
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higher.
Jello performs less accurately, especially at low SNR and with multiple interfering
signals. The reason is that edge detection (the technique used in Jello) is based on
computing the slope of the PSD. However, at low SNRs noise introduces sufficient
fluctuations that we encounter large slopes in the derivative of the signal at frequencies
away from where the transmitted signal lies. Further, edge detection can get confused
when there are two partially overlapping signals in frequency. The reason is that when
the overlap ends, there will be a sharp drop in the PSD level (because we went from
two signals to one signal at that frequency). This can be mistaken to be the end of the
occupied spectrum since the PSD is relatively flat after that transition. Consequently,
as we see in Fig. 3.10 Jello has a higher median error of 40% in our experiments.

3.6.3

Estimating Angle of Arrival

In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of DOF’s AoA estimation component. However, unlike the prior experiments, we cannot compare against ground truth here.
The indoor environment is a multipath environment, and a transmitted signal can
arrive at multiple angles simultaneously. We have no way of knowing exactly what
scattering takes place and consequently the ground truth AoAs. Hence we conduct
the experiment as follows: We use two of our wideband radios, one equipped with 4
antennas and another with 8 antennas arranged in a ULA. As in the previous experiments, we randomly pick a subset of the radios among our five different types, place
them at a random location and let them transmit. For the trace from the 8-antenna
radio, we apply the standard MUSIC technique [59] to estimate all AoAs. The reason
is that with such a large antenna array, MUSIC is almost guaranteed to accurately
find all the significant AoAs. We consider these angles to be the ground truth.
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Figure 3.11: AoA Estimation Accuracy - Single Signal accuracy is accurate even at low
SNRs but when multiple radios are operating, there are often more significant AoA’s than
our detectors are able to discern, a fundamental limit due to the number of antennas in our
system.

Next, we give the trace collected at the 4-antenna radio to DOF as well as SecureAngle’s [66] MUSIC method. Our logic for picking 4 antennas is to make it consistent
with state of the art MIMO hardware, which comes with around 4 antennas. We
then compute the absolute error of the estimates from DOF and SecureAngle, which
is computed by summing the following values: absolute value of each estimated angle
minus the closest ground truth angle. The absolute error is normalized by the number
of estimated angles. Fig. 3.11(a) plots the normalized angle error vs the SNR when
the trace contains a single signal type, while Fig. 3.11(b) plots the CDF of normalized
errors when it contains more than one signal.
Analysis: Fig. 3.11(a) shows that DOF computes the AoAs with an accuracy of
at least 5 degrees even at low SNRs when there is a single signal. SecureAngle’s
accuracy is similar. The reason for the relatively worse performance at very low SNR
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is that the estimation algorithm uses projections of the Spectral Correlation Function
matrix to compute angles of arrival, and the projections have a slight contribution
from noise. At very low SNRs, the contribution is relatively significant, and hence
causes a higher estimation error.
As we see in Fig. 3.11(b) both DOF and SecureAngle perform slightly worse when
there are multiple signals. DOF’s median error is around 14 degrees, while SecureAngle’s is 19 degrees. The reason is that the number of AoAs that can be accurately
detected is a function of the number of antennas a radio has. With 4 antennas, we can
detect at most 4 significant angles of arrival [59]. However with multiple signals in a
rich multipath environment, there will be significant signal strength along a number
of angles, sometimes larger than 4. Both DOF and SecureAngle get confused in this
case. However, we note that this is a fundamental problem [59], regardless of the
algorithm, the number of antennas a node has places a sharp upper bound on how
many AoAs can be distinguished.

3.7

Application to Smart Radios

The most direct uses of DOF are in designing smart radios, network management,
indoor localization and performance diagnosis. While we leave most of these to future
work, we design DOF-SR, a preliminary prototype of a wideband smart radio to
demonstrate the benefits of DOF. Our design is inspired by recent work in smart
radios, including Jello [67] and others [57]. We compare DOF-SR with Jello [67], the
most recent state of the art system for such designs.
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DOF-SR

DOF-SR is a wideband policy-aware smart radio design that operates over the entire
100MHz ISM band. The key technical contribution in DOF-SR is its ability to take
advantage of the accurate detecting substrate DOF provides to let users specify a
policy that tunes how aggressive the radio is going to be in scavenging for spectral
resources. To demonstrate the policy flexibility, we design three sample policies and
implement them in our current prototype of DOF-SR

1. P0: Only use unoccupied spectrum.

2. P1: Use all unoccupied spectrum. Further use spectrum occupied by microwave
oven radiation.

3. P2: Use all unoccupied spectrum as well as parts occupied by microwave oven
radiation. Further, compete for spectrum occupied by WiFi radios and get half
the time share on that part of the spectrum.

The three policies are ordered in increasing amounts of aggressiveness. The first
policy plays it safe and is similar to the one used by Jello. The second is more
aggressive, but still avoids harming any co-existing radio that is used for communication. The third is the most aggressive, and encodes the notion that since WiFi
is also another unlicensed radio, it is fair to compete and obtain half the time on
spectrum used by WiFi too. However, our key point is that there is no “universal
right policy”, it will depend on the user’s preferences and environmental constraints,
but DOF-SR provides the flexibility needed to adapt the policy to those preferences
and constraints.
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Figure 3.12: Evaluated scenario for DOF-SR
Protocol
Measuring the RF Neighborhood: DOF-SR uses DOF as the substrate to accurately measure the RF environment and create a RF-profile. In our design, both
DOF-SR sender and receiver radios measure the environment using DOF, and the
receiver sends its measurements to the sender. The measurement consists of the 2-D
profile of the RF environment along the frequency and spatial (AoA) axes that DOF
estimates, with each occupied point annotated by the occupying signal type. The
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sender combines the measurements from the receiver by taking the union of both
spectrum occupancy measurements, but uses the AoA estimates from the receiver
since AoA is specific to the detecting radio and only matters at the receiver for communication.
Estimating what spectral resources to use: Next, the sender uses the merged
RF profile along with the user specified policy to estimate what spectral resources
to use. For policy P0, this would be only the unoccupied spectrum, while for P1
and P2 this would also include spectrum occupied by microwave ovens and WiFi
respectively.
Creating Packets: DOF uses an OFDM-MIMO PHY layer to create its packets for
transmission. The key challenge here is to adaptively leverage the 4 antenna MIMO
frontend to maximize throughput while minimizing interference from and to the coexisting radios. We first discuss how the system would work for the simplest policy
P0, and then extend it to work for the other two policies.
Our current OFDM implementation uses a 1024 point FFT, and divides the
100MHz band into 1024 subcarriers of length 96KHz each. Among these subcarriers, it marks all subcarriers that intersect with the occupied parts from the RF
profile as unusable. On the remaining subcarriers it uses MIMO spatial multiplexing
to transmit 4 independent streams on each subcarrier. We omit the details here, but
refer the reader to [64] for a description of this standard technique.
For policies P1 and P2, we modify the above algorithm to take advantage of their
aggressiveness. Specifically, for P1 we include the subcarriers that were detected to
be occupied by microwave ovens in the RF profile. However, we cannot use spatial
multiplexing on these subcarriers, since the interference from the microwave signals
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would be too strong. Instead we leverage the 4 MIMO antennas to perform beamforming and null the interference from the microwave oven signals. Specifically, lets
say the microwave oven signals are arriving at i significant AoAs θ1 , . . . , θi at the
DOF-SR receiver. The sender calculates antenna weights w
~ pS = (w1S , w2S , w3S , w4S ) for
the subcarrier centered at fp , which is interfered by the microwave oven, such that the
transmitted signal will not arrive at the same angles as the microwave. The receiver
will then calculate antenna weights antenna weights w
~ pR = (w1R , w2R , w3R , w4R ) such that
the microwave signal from the estimated AoAs at the receiver will be minimized:
~ 1) + . . . + w
~ i )|
~ p∗ φ(θ
argw~p min |w
~ p∗ φ(θ

(3.11)

~ i ) is the AoA vector corresponding to θi at the 4 antennas defined in Eq. 3.10,
where φ(θ
and w
~ p∗ is the conjugate transpose. The estimated antenna weights are then applied
to the streams on the corresponding OFDM subcarriers.
For policy P3, the DOF-SR radio will time share the medium with the co-existing
WiFi radio, i.e. it will transmit on that spectrum half the time. The key parameter
here is the time period over which the smart radio transmits and stays idle. If the time
period is too short, then the WiFi radio won’t have enough time to accurately estimate
the bitrate and correctly utilize its channel time. In our current implementation we
use a conservative period of 200ms, since that gives an 802.11 WiFi radio enough
time to estimate the channel and get nearly 80 packets through even at the lowest
bitrate. Hence, DOF-SR uses the WiFi spectrum for 200ms and then stays away for
200ms. During the time it uses that spectrum, DOF-SR uses spatial multiplexing on
all 4 antennas.
Packet Transmission: Before transmitting the encoded packet, a DOF-SR sender
transmits a short control packet over a predefined narrowband control channel to the
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receiver to synchronize state. This packet contains information on what subcarriers
will be used, and the antenna weights on the used subcarriers. Then the sender
transmits the packet and waits for an ACK, and repeats the above process.
Caveats: The goal of our current DOF-SR implementation is to show the potential
benefits of a smart PHY that leverages the detection capabilities of DOF. Hence,
it does not tackle MAC layer issues such as finding a usable control channel, rate
adaptation on the used spectrum and contention among multiple DOF-SR nodes.
The full design and implementation of a smart radio network stack based on DOF is
beyond the scope of this paper and is part of our future work. However, the current
prototype suffices to evaluate the relative benefits of DOF-SR over the compared state
of the art approaches.
Compared Approach: We compare with Jello [67], which is a smart radio design
that estimates unused spectrum using edge detection and allocates them among multiple radios for communication. We implement Jello also on our wideband radio. To
make a fair comparison, since DOF-SR weaves non-contiguous spectrum together, we
modify Jello to also weave non-contiguous spectrum using OFDM. Further, since we
are using spatial multiplexing with 4 antennas, we let Jello also use the same spatial
multiplexing capabilities with 4 MIMO antennas. Thus the only differences between
DOF-SR and Jello in our current implementations are that DOF-SR uses DOF as
its detector, while Jello uses edge detection. Second, DOF-SR with policies P1 and
P2 uses microwave oven and WiFi occupied spectrum appropriately, while Jello does
not since edge detection cannot detect that it is a microwave oven or WiFi occupied
spectrum. Clearly, both these extra capabilities for DOF-SR come because of the
DOF detector, and therefore help us quantify the benefits of using DOF.
Metric: We cannot use throughput as the metric to compare the two designs, since a
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naive scheme that uses no detection will always achieve the maximum throughput, but
harmfully interfere with all co-existing radios. The right metric is therefore one that
allows us to visualize the tradeoff between throughput and the harmful interference
which the smart radio causes to co-existing radios. To evaluate this tradeoff, we
compute two quantities and plot them against each other:
• Normalized Throughput: We compute the throughput achieved by DOFSR and Jello, and normalize them by the throughput an optimal offline scheme
implementing our policy would achieve. To compute the throughput of the optimal scheme, we take advantage of the fact that we know the ground truth of
what radios are operating and what spectrum they are occupying. We also feed
it the AoA measurements from DOF, since we cannot know the ground truth
due to unknown multipath effects. We then use this information to compute
the throughput of the optimal scheme which would use exactly the unoccupied spectrum, and optimally beamforms its signals in the microwave occupied
spectrum.
• Normalized Harmful Interference: We measure the throughput of the coexisting WiFi and Zigbee radios (which are supposed to be protected according
to our policy) when neither DOF-SR or Jello are operating, and then when they
are operating. We compute the difference in throughput, and normalize it by
the throughput they achieve when the smart radios are not operating. This
quantity represents the normalized performance drop due to the operation of
DOF-SR or Jello.
The ideal scheme would have a normalized throughput of 1 and a normalized
harmful interference of 0.
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Evaluation

We evaluate DOF-SR and Jello on the same indoor testbed described in Sec. 3.6.
Method: We randomly place a WiFi sender-receiver pair, a Zigbee sender-receiver
pair and a microwave oven in the testbed. The WiFi and Zigbee radios are operating
on randomly picked non-intersecting channels, and the bitrate depends on their respective channel conditions. The WiFi and Zigbee links are continuously transmitting
packets. We take a raw 10 second dump using our wideband radios at the sender and
receiver, and provide the dumps to DOF and the edge detection algorithm of Jello.
After their respective computations, we let the two smart radio systems compute what
spectral resources they are going to use and how. They are then allowed to transmit
one after the other for 50 seconds. For DOF-SR, we transmit three separate times
corresponding to the three policies. We then take the traces at the receiver, decode
the signals and compute the goodputs. Simultaneously, we measure the throughput
of the WiFi and Zigbee links. We compute the normalized throughput and the normalized harmful interference as discussed before. We repeat this experiment for 50
such configurations and plot the points in Fig. 3.13.
Analysis: Fig. 3.13 plots normalized throughput on the y-axis and normalized harmful interference to the co-existing WiFi and Zigbee links on the x-axis for DOF-SR
and Jello. We have three plots, corresponding to the three policies that DOF-SR
currently implements. The blue circles are for DOF-SR, and the red crosses are for
Jello. Note that the optimal scheme will achieve a normalized throughput of 1 and
normalized harmful interference of 0.
We first summarize the results:
• With policy P0, DOF-SR achieves an average normalized throughput of 0.93
and the average harmful interference it causes is around 0.1, i.e. the throughput
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Figure 3.13: Throughputs and Harm with Smart Radios - More aggressive policies enable
higher throughput but also cause greater harm to legacy systems. WiSpy-SR enables users
to decide how aggressive their policy should be.

of the WiFi and Zigbee links drop only by around 10%. Jello on the other hand
achieves a normalized throughput of 0.82 and causes a harmful interference of
0.44. Thus DOF-SR gets a gain of 15% over Jello purely from more accurate
unoccupied spectrum estimation, and causes 35% less harm than Jello.
• With policy P1, DOF-SR achieves an average normalized throughput of 0.93
and causes an average harm of 0.1. Jello of course cannot use this policy and
consequently its average normalized throughput drops to 0.61, while its average
harm stays the same at 0.44. Thus with the ability to use microwave oven
occupied spectrum, DOF-SR provides a 50% increase over Jello, while still
causing minimal harm to co-existing radios.
• With policy P2, DOF-SR achieves an average normalized throughput of 0.87
and causes an average harm of 0.32. The reason for the higher harm is that
DOF-SR is now competing with the WiFi device for half the time on the WiFi
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occupied spectrum. Hence WiFi throughput naturally drops compared to P1,
and harm increases. However this is intended, policy P2 was designed to be
aggressive and steal throughput from the WiFi node. The normalized Jello
throughput is around 0.5 with the harm the same at 0.44. Hence with policy
P2, DOF-SR provides a performance gain of nearly 80% over Jello.
The relative gains over Jello help us understand the gains the increasingly aggressive policies provide to DOF-SR. The gain of 15% with policy P0 is purely from
DOF’s more accurate spectrum detection. Further note that we achieve this gain
while causing minimal harm to the co-existing radios, their average throughput loss
is less than 10%. Next, with policy P1, DOF-SR’s gains increase by another 35%
to 50%. This gain comes from DOF-SR’s extra capability of being able to detect
microwave oven signals and their AoAs, and leverage that information to beamform
and null the interference to increase throughput. Finally, with policy P2, DOF-SR
gets a gain of 80% over Jello, i.e. an additional 30% over policy P1. However, the
gains come with the price of increased interference to the co-existing WiFi radio since
when competing DOF-SR is likely to cut the WiFi throughput, and hence the harm
increases to 32%.

3.8

Perspectives

Next, we would like address potential concerns regarding the architecture. The presented application of DOF targeted smart radio design but in a broader sense, we
envision DOF as a more general information plane for any independent RF neighborhood. One could envision DOF being used to measure channel load over time and
rebalance networks or correlating AoA’s with signal strength to perform localization.
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Limitations of Asynchrony Detector As noted in 3.4.2, DOF exploits asynchrony
to cope with multiple signals and can potentially suffer some performance degradation
when the spectrum becomes very congested. If there is simply too much interference,
DOF can split the entire wideband into multiple segments and maintain a counter
over each segment, which reduces the interference roughly by a factor of the number
of segments. The asynchrony detector is also somewhat susceptible to non-packet
based protocols, such as phones and microwaves. Within a given time window, if
there are 2 or more analog signals, DOF will only detect that there is one signal. But
because these analog signals follow an on/off pattern (microwave at the 60 Hz power
frequency, phones are half duplex), signal asynchrony will be detected in subsequent
windows.
Reliability of Training Data In order to be effective, the selected training data
must be representative of all possible parameters that a signal could have. Creating a
comprehensive set of different signal configurations is possible for FCC certified radios
(WiFi, Bluetooth, ZigBee, Phone), but for signals which are not obligated to follow
a particular specification (microwaves), it’s not possible to guarantee any bounds on
the performance of classification.

3.9

Discussion

Historically, unlicensed band co-existence has been managed “socially”. Different
protocols would largely use non-overlapping bands, and given the low density of radios
in a neighborhood, the likelihood of radios stepping on each other’s toes was low.
However, with the increasing number of protocols that operate in the ISM band and
the increasing density of radios around us, this assumption is more and more on
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shaky ground. DOF provides the accurate substrate that future ISM band radios
would need to operate and co-exist in this crowded space. DOF opens up a number
of avenues of future work, including designing a generalized policy-aware smart radio,
whose preliminary prototype design we briefly described in this paper. We also plan
to apply DOF to other applications in network management, performance diagnosis
and indoor localization.

Chapter 4
Picasso: Flexible RF and Spectrum
Slicing
This chapter presents the design, implementation and evaluation of Picasso, a novel
radio design that allows simultaneous transmission and reception on separate and
arbitrary spectrum fragments using a single RF front end and antenna. Picasso
leverages this capability to flexibly partition fragmented spectrum into multiple slices
that share the RF front end and antenna, yet operate concurrent and independent
PHY/MAC protocols. We show how this capability provides a general and clean
abstraction to exploit fragmented spectrum in WiFi networks and handle coexistence
in dense deployments. We prototype Picasso, and demonstrate experimentally that a
Picasso radio partitioned into four slices, each concurrently operating four standard
WiFi OFDM PHY and CSMA MAC stacks, can achieve the same sum throughput
as four physically separate radios individually configured to operate on the spectrum
fragments. We also demonstrate experimentally how Picasso’s slicing abstraction
provides a clean mechanism to enable multiple diverse networks to coexist and achieve
76
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higher throughput, better video quality and latency than the best known state of the
art approaches.

4.1

Introduction

Many applications can benefit from the capability to simultaneously and independently use arbitrarily sized but separate spectrum fragments with a single radio and
antenna. By this capability we mean that the radio can simultaneously transmit,
simultaneously receive, or simultaneously transmit (TX) and receive (RX) on arbitrary but separate spectrum fragments. For example, we can use it for spectrum
aggregation in fragmented ISM bands as shown in Fig. 4.1(A). A WiFi AP can run
independent OFDM PHY and CSMA MAC protocols on two WiFi channels to simultaneously serve two legacy WiFi clients assigned to different channels and achieve
significantly higher throughput than a legacy AP that is restricted to the use of only
one channel at a time. Similarly, a WiFi client radio with such a capability can simultaneously connect to multiple WiFi APs on different channels and obtain a much
higher aggregate throughput than current radios that can transmit or receive on only
one channel at a time.
Such a capability could also be used for radio sharing and coexistence. Portable
consumer devices such as smartphones must accommodate a growing list of separate
ISM band protocols such as WiFi, WiFi-Direct, Zigbee, NFC, and Bluetooth. Current
practice is to use a separate radio and antenna for each protocol, shown in Fig. 4.1(B),
but as the number of radios increases it becomes difficult to find enough space to
separately place all the antennas these radios would need (e.g., the iPhone 4 “antennagate” was caused by antennas placed too closely [26]). Instead, a radio with a single
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Figure 4.1: A) Fragmented Spectrum is common in ISM band:Picasso AP can
aggregate multiple fragments and simultaneously service multiple clients on different
channels. B) Samsung Galaxy Printed Antenna Layout: Instead of having an
antenna per protocol, Picasso enables multiple protocols to use the same radio and
antenna, saving space on the device.

antenna that allows simultaneous TX/RX on arbitrary spectrum fragments could be
shared among all the above protocols. WiFi would use one fragment, Zigbee would
use another, and so on, saving valuable real estate on space-constrained devices. They
can operate their own independent PHY/MAC protocols on the shared radio without
interfering with each other.
However, it is non-trivial to design such a radio. The key obstacle is that current
radios cannot simultaneously transmit and receive on different arbitrary spectrum
fragments with a single, shared Radio Frequency (RF) front end and antenna. The
reason for this is that the transmitted signal causes high-powered self-interference,
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which saturates the RX chain and Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC), consequently
nulling the received signal. While the standard solution is to utilize static, analog
RF filters to eliminate the self-interference, such an option is infeasible because spectrum fragmentation is dynamic–available spectrum in the ISM band varies in space
and time, depending on the presence of other wireless networks. Consequently, if
a radio wants to leverage all the available spectrum and be able to simultaneously
transmit and receive on different fragments, the shared analog front end would need
programmable analog filters that can be dynamically configured to let only the received signals through and filter out the self-interference. Analog filters however are
typically statically configured and programmable analog filters that can be changed
dynamically are expensive and impractical to deploy in current radios [45].
In this paper, we present the design and implementation of Picasso, a novel full
duplex circuit design that sufficiently cancels (instead of filters) the self-interference in
analog and prevents RX front end and ADC saturation, enabling the radio to cleanly
recover the received signal. Our key contribution here is a circuit design that (1)
isolates TX and RX signals at a single antenna by incorporating a circulator [56], and
(2) exploits the fact that the self-interference signal travels through the fixed, known
circulator channel to design a passive self-interference cancellation circuit. This allows
a radio to simultaneously transmit and receive on arbitrary spectrum fragments even
while using a single RF front end and antenna.
Our design improves on all prior related work on full duplex [17, 21, 36] wireless
since they require at least two antennas (one for TX, one for RX), and these need
to be separated by 15–20cm, which is untenable for small personal gadgets such as
smartphones or tablets.
Picasso leverages this full duplex capability to build an abstraction that allows one
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to flexibly slice a single radio and antenna into separate independent slices operating
on different spectrum fragments. Each slice is associated with a specific spectrum
fragment in the ISM band (whose width/position can be programmatically specified).
The key property is that the operation of each slice is decoupled from the other
slices, i.e., the slice is free to run whatever narrowband PHY and MAC protocols
it chooses, and the protocol behavior is not impacted by any other slice that may
be present on the shared radio and antenna. Thus, in the above scenarios, the AP
would have two slices corresponding to the two spectrum fragments and run two
independent WiFi OFDM/CSMA protocols on the two slices in parallel. Similarly, a
radio could be shared amongst multiple protocols (e.g. WiFi, Bluetooth, and NFC)
by assigning independent slices to the appropriate spectrum fragment and running
the corresponding protocol.
Further, to ensure that each slice can use existing, well-engineered narrowband
PHY and MAC protocols on each slice, Picasso includes a reconfigurable filter engine
that transparently takes signals spread over different spectrum fragments, and efficiently filters and resamples them so that the higher layers just see a simple sample
stream consisting of narrowband digital samples. The higher layers are then free to
process these samples with any narrowband PHY technique they choose, and schedule access to the slice with a MAC protocol of their choice. The slice, for all intents
and purposes, appears as their own piece of spectrum centered at zero, operating on
their own radio. Picasso thus completely abstracts out the complexity of spectrum
fragmentation.
We design and implement a prototype of Picasso on Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA-based
software radios [9]. Our implementation consists of both the radio design that provides
the slicing abstraction, as well as a WiFi-like contiguous OFDM PHY and CSMA
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MAC to operate on top of the slices. We show that Picasso’s implementation of
the slicing abstraction provides strong decoupled operation, i.e. there’s no SNR loss
because of either programmable filtering or simultaneous TX/RX. In other words,
a Picasso radio achieves the same throughput as one would have achieved by using
several independent radios statically configured to operate on individual slices.
To demonstrate the generality and applicability of Picasso, we demonstrate that
Picasso provides clean abstractions to solve coexistence problems in dense deployments by evaluating a scenario where a number of diverse networks have to coexist with each other while sharing radios and fragmented spectrum (shown later in
Fig. 4.16). Each coexisting network has different objectives: the WiFi network wants
to maximize throughput, the gameplay network wants to maximize video quality,
and the game controller network wants to minimize latency. We compare Picasso
with a state-of-the-art technique for exploiting fragmented spectrum, SWIFT [58],
and show that Picasso achieves nearly 2× higher throughput, a 10dB higher PSNR
in video quality, and lowers latency by a factor of 2×. Further, the improvements
are achieved with simple narrowband OFDM PHY and CSMA MAC implementations running on top of each slice, leading to a modular design that reuses existing,
well-engineered components.
Picasso builds on our recent workshop paper [34] that sketched out the basic
approach. In this paper, we present a novel full duplex design, as well as present a
full design and prototype implementation. Finally, Picasso’s focus is the mechanism
to implement slicing of spectrum and RF front ends. An equally interesting question
is given the set of coexisting networks and available fragmented spectrum, what is the
best allocation of slices, and the distributed signaling algorithm needed to inform all
devices their slice allocations? While this question is orthogonal to Picasso’s design,
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different slices and allows them to independently operate.
we show in Sec. 4.7 that Picasso simplifies this problem considerably compared to a
design that uses traditional radios which are incapable of slicing.

4.2

Overview

Picasso’s key contribution is that it allows one to flexibly slice a radio into multiple slices each operating on different, arbitrary spectrum fragments with their own
independent PHY/MAC protocols. Fig. 4.2 shows how Picasso differs from current
designs–between the PHY/MAC layers and the actual transmission of RF signals on
the antenna, there is an additional slicing layer. Picasso exposes an API to the PHY/MAC layers which consists of streams of complex digital baseband samples flowing
between the slicing and the PHY layers for the slices. Each stream carries an internal
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header which includes a tuple specifying the spectrum slice on which those digital
complex samples are transmitted or received. Picasso thus makes the architecture
more amenable to evolution. By decoupling how spectrum and radios are sliced from
how packets are processed and scheduled, the PHY and MAC can evolve independently and innovations can be easily integrated without having to change the radio.
To realize this abstraction, Picasso needs to overcome two key challenges.
1. RF Isolation:

First, Picasso must provide complete isolation between the

operation of multiple slices. Slice isolation is relatively easy in the scenario where the
device is simultaneously transmitting (or receiving) on all adjacent slices. But when
the radio is transmitting on one spectrum slice while receiving in another, isolation
is significantly harder. In order to provide this functionality in practice, the radio
has to cope with high-powered self-interference introduced by its own transmitted
signal at the antenna and the RX chain, which causes receiver saturation [36]. Since
our design utilizes a single antenna, the transmitted signal directly leaks into the RX
chain.
The problem is that the self-interference is billions of times stronger than the
received signal (e.g., for WiFi the self-interference would be nearly 80+dB stronger).
As we will show in Section 4.3, the dynamic range of practical ADCs is not large
enough to acquire the received signal in the face of such large self-interference, so the
receiver saturates and the received signal is lost in quantization. Note that this is a
problem even though the transmitted signal is on a different band than the received
signal. Spectrum slices over which a radio might transmit or receive are not fixed
in advance and change over time and space, so we must be able to receive over the
entire band and have no choice but to allow all signals across the ISM band through.
A naive way to prevent receiver saturation is to utilize multiple, parallel receive RF
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chains. However, supporting multiple RF chains on mobile devices is expensive [25] in
terms of space and power, and does not scale well with an increasing number of slices.
Another plausible solution to prevent receiver saturation is to use statically configured
analog filters to filter out the transmitted signal and only pass the received signal.
But again, since spectrum slices assigned vary over time and space, the analog filters
would have to be dynamically reconfigurable. However, analog filters are typically
optimized for static operation [45]. Hence in order to support dynamic configurations,
we would require a bank of static analog filters of varying widths, with at least as
many filters as the combinatorial number of spectrum slices, possible slice widths,
and center frequencies.

2. Programmable Abstraction:

Picasso’s second challenge is to provide the

abstraction of a single narrowband radio on each allocated spectrum slice to the
higher layer protocols. To do so, Picasso must ensure that the digital samples being
sent down from the PHY for transmission occupy a bandwidth equal to the slice’s
spectrum allocation w, and are centered at DC. Picasso must also ensure that the
samples are shifted to the correct center frequency fc that is associated with that slice,
and manage this abstraction across multiple MAC/PHY instances. The opposite is
performed on reception.

Picasso’s goal is to design a radio with slicing capability using only one TX and
RX RF chain, one antenna, and one simple wideband analog filter. Solving these
challenges in aggregate enables Picasso to virtualize the radio, allowing multiple independent MAC/PHY protocols to share the same RF front end. The next two
sections elaborate on how to solve these challenges.
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Figure 4.3: Minimum self-interference cancellation required is 45dB: The
maximum transmit power for WiFi is 23 dBm, with a PAPR of 7dB, and so the
maximum peak power is 30dBm. The dynamic range of a 14-bit ADC ranges from
-90 to -4 dBm, but to preserve >10dB to receive the weakest detectable signal (5dB
is the minimum but we preserve at least 10dB to provide some buffer), the maximum
power of the canceled transmit signal must be less than -15dBm.

4.3

Picasso: RF Front End Slicing

In this section, we describe how Picasso slices a single RF frontend. We focus on
the challenging case where the radio is simultaneously transmitting and receiving
over different slices. Picasso’s key insight is to cancel the self-interference in analog
instead of filtering it. Picasso subtracts the self-interference signal from the received
signal so that its effect is eliminated and receiver saturation does not occur. We
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describe the design of Picasso’s novel self interference cancellation technique below,
beginning with a discussion of how much cancellation is needed for Picasso to prevent
receiver saturation.
How much self-interference cancellation is needed? The amount of cancellation required depends on two factors:
1. Dynamic range/resolution of ADC
2. Range of the expected signal strengths
To provide specific numbers, we focus on the requirements for an 802.11 WiFi system,
since it is the protocol with the highest transmit power in the ISM band. Dynamic
range (DR) is defined as the ratio between largest and smallest acceptable values of a
variable of interest. At the transmitter, the dynamic range of the Digital-to-Analog
Converter (DAC) determines the maximum ratio between the powers of the strongest
and weakest transmissions. At the receiver, the ADC’s dynamic range defines the
maximum ratio between the strongest and weakest received signal power. When
the dynamic range is exceeded, the converter’s quantization noise buries the weaker
signals. The dynamic range of a DAC or ADC is calculated as follows [49]

DR (dB) = 6.02 × n + 1.76dB

(4.1)

where n is the number of bits in the DAC/ADC Resolution. For example, Picasso
uses 14-bit ADCs, which provide about 86dB of dynamic range.
At the transmitter, the maximum ratio between transmit powers over different
slices will rarely exceed 30dB, so DAC dynamic range is usually not a concern. On
the other hand, if the transmitter is operating while the system attempts to receive,
the dynamic range of the receiver ADC is critical because the transmitted signal
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is much stronger than the received signal. To determine the required ADC dynamic
range, we calculate the second variable –the range of expected signal strengths. 802.11
is built to operate at SNRs as low as 5dB. Because the typical thermal noise-floor for
WiFi systems is approximately −90dBm, the power of the weakest decodable signal
is −85dBm. On the other side of the spectrum, the maximum output from a WiFi
2.4 GHz antenna is 23 dBm. Further, OFDM exhibits relatively high PAPR (Peak
to Average Power Ratio) of around 7dB [15], so the highest transmit power a signal
will have is around 30dBm.

Commodity 14-bit ADCs [10] that can operate at a rate of 200 MS/s (enough to to
cover the 100MHz 2.4GHz ISM band) are commercially available. A 14-bit ADC has
86dB of dynamic range. However, with a noise floor of -90dBm and a max transmit
power of 30dBm, we would need 120dB of dynamic range, far beyond the capabilities
of commodity ADCs. Hence in order to ensure receiver saturation does not occur,
Picasso must ensure that self-interfering transmitted signal power is reduced by at
least 45dB. Fig. 4.3 demonstrates the required interference power reduction in order
to comfortably prevent receiver saturation.

Note that the above analysis is for the worst-case scenario with maximum transmit
power and PAPR for OFDM signals. In practice, transmit powers used are smaller
than 23dBm and a PAPR of 7dB is quite high [15]. Further, other ISM PHYs such
as Zigbee and Bluetooth do not have high PAPRs. Hence, if Picasso can design a
technique that provides 45dB of self interference reduction, it should be more than
sufficient.
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4.3.1

Prior Full Duplex Techniques

There are three recent full duplex designs [21, 36, 40] that provide sufficient self interference cancellation (45dB). However, none of this work is directly applicable for
Picasso because of the following reasons:
• First, all prior designs use two or more antennas to achieve full duplex, i.e. they
use TX and RX antennas that are separated by distances ranging from 15–20
cm. However, in a mobile device such as a smartphone or a small tablet where
circuit real estate is at a premium, such multiple and distant antenna placement
is infeasible (e.g., the iPhone 4 “antenna-gate”). Picasso’s design must use a
single antenna for both TX/RX to ensure it is applicable to small consumer
devices.
• Second, as we show below, while prior work provides sufficient in-band cancellation, they do not provide isolation across slices. Specifically, since the
interference cancellation technique uses active circuits that leak interference to
neighboring spectrum, they harm the received signal’s SNR and hurt performance.
To cancel self-interference, the best performing prior design [36] utilized separate
TX/RX antennas separated by 15cm, so the transmitted signal is received after some
variable attenuation and delay at the RX antenna. A cancellation circuit tries to
obtain the inverse of the transmitted signal using a a balanced/unbalanced (balun)
transformer, dynamically adjusts the attenuation and delay of the inverse signal to
match the over-the-air self interference, and combines it with the signal received on
the RX antenna. The prior design used active QHX220 chips to mimic programmable
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Figure 4.4: A)In Band Cancellation - QHX-Balun Cancellation achieves sufficient
in-band cancellation; B) Out of Band Cancellation Leakage - QHX-Balun cancellation leaks a significant amount of signal power into adjacent bands, raising the
noise floor by as much as 9dB.

attenuation and delay, thus we call this technique QHX-balun cancellation. We implemented and evaluated the amount of cancellation one could get with QHX-balun
cancellation, with TX/RX antennas spaced 15cm apart. We found that the QHXbalun cancellation techniques provide a significant amount of cancellation, 35dB on
average for a 40MHz transmitted signal (Fig. 4.4(A)) which, when combined with
the signal attenuation of 20dB due to the TX/RX antenna separation, is comfortably
sufficient for our receivers that use 14-bit ADCs. The number is consistent with the
prior reported results.
However, there is a catch. Even though the technique manages to cancel the
self-interference, it ends up leaking a lot of interference into adjacent spectrum where
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Figure 4.5: A)QHX-Balun Cancellation Diagram; B)Picasso Single Antenna, Passive Cancellation: Picasso’s cancellation design is passive, preventing
interference leakage into adjacent bands, and requires only a single antenna.

there is no transmitted signal. We plot the amount of interference leakage in adjacent
spectrum as a function of the spectrum distance from the edge of the transmit band.
As Fig. 4.4(B) shows, the QHX-balun based technique leaks a significant amount of
interference, as high as 10dB in adjacent bands that are separated by 1 MHz.
Apart from the fact that it requires separate TX and RX antennas, interference
leakage in adjacent spectrum is a show stopper for Picasso since the adjacent spectrum
may be used to receive concurrently, and the received signal’s SNR will be reduced.
To put the impact of interference leakage in perspective, a 10dB reduction in SNR
can result in an order of magnitude decrease in throughput. The culprit is the active
QHX chip used in the prior design. Even though it does provide self-interference
cancellation in the transmit spectrum fragment, it distorts and leaks the transmitted
signal power into neighboring spectrum fragments.
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Picasso’s Self-Interference Cancellation Technique

Picasso designs a novel self-interference cancellation technique that makes two significant contributions over all prior full duplex designs: (1) Single antenna full duplex
and (2) Passive, leakage-free cancellation. We describe each in more detail below.

Single Antenna Full Duplex: Fig. 4.5(B) shows the block diagram of Picasso’s
single antenna, full duplex circuit. There are two key differences. First, the two separate antennas are replaced by a single antenna and a circulator (which we describe
below). Second, instead of the active programmable QHX-220 component, there is a
passive cancellation circuit which consists of two fixed delay lines and programmable,
resistive switched attenuators. The key takeaway is that all the components in Picasso’s design are passive, whereas prior approaches used active components. We
briefly describe the circuit components and how they work together to provide the
required 45dB of cancellation.

A circulator [56] is a three-port device–labeled 1, 2 and 3 (Fig. 4.5(B))–that provides limited isolation between any two ports, and has historically been used in ranging systems such as radar [56]. A common circulator design contains an arrangement
of conductor striplines and ferrite blocks. When the ferrites are biased, the circulator
produces magnetic fields which enhance or oppose any RF energy flowing across the
striplines. This biasing causes directional RF signal flow, routing the energy in a
circular fashion from port 1 to 2, 2 to 3, and 3 to 1, but not in the reverse direction.
Thus the power scattering matrix which represents the power flow allowed by the circulator between any pair of ports, S, for an ideal circulator that has perfect isolation
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quantified by the factor Γ = 0 can be written as

Γ
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2
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(4.2)

where the row indicates the source port and the column indicates the destination
port. Microwave circulators are available at ISM band frequencies off the shelf [5]
and their operation is similar in principle. Our design utilizes a 3-port circulator
to concurrently route the TX and RX signals to and from the antenna as shown in
Fig. 4.5(B). The TX signal is first passed through a 8dB power splitter, which splits
the input signal into a high-power and low-power output. The high-power output
has 85% of the input power and is connected to port 1 of the circulator. Hence, very
little transmit signal power is wasted. The low-power output is used as a reference
signal for self interference cancellation, which we describe after the next paragraph.
The antenna is connected to port 2 and the RX chain is connected to port 3. An
ideal circulator would ensure that the signal on port 1 (the TX signal) would never
leak to port 3 (the RX signal). However, in practice, the impedance of the circulator
input ports are not perfectly matched with the outputs resulting in less than perfect
isolation, Γ 6= 0, and there is leakage from port 1 to port 3. Despite this mismatch,
we show in Section 4.6 that the circulator can still provide around 15dB of isolation
between the transmit and receive chains, i.e. the self-interference we see on the receive
port is 15dB lower than the transmitted signal power. However, remember that we
need to provide 45dB of self-interference reduction for Picasso–15dB is not enough.
Further, the cancellation should not leak any additional interference to neighboring
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Figure 4.6: A)Picasso Cancellation vs. Delay Spread For delay mismatches
larger than those introduced by 1mm copper traces(≈ 4.76ns), Picasso will not be
able to achieve sufficient cancellation. B)Picasso Cancellation vs. Attenuation
Spread: Picasso requires attenuation spreads of less than .5dB.

spectrum bands.
Leakage-Free, Passive Cancellation: Our cancellation technique builds on two
key observations. First, the main cause of interference leakage is the active QHX220
chip which serves as the programmable attenuation/delay component. Hence, to
avoid interference leakage, we have to use passive components which do not introduce
such distortion. However, even though passive and programmable attenuators are
available off-the-shelf, passive delay lines are not.
Our key insight here is that the transmitted signal is going through static circuit
components–it never travels through the air. Hence, the variance in the expected
delay is significantly smaller, and Picasso can measure this limited range via a simple
calibration procedure (these devices are designed to provide predictable behavior for
a given frequency band). Picasso discards the active components required to amplify
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the signal to compensate for the larger possible range of delays and attenuation.
While the circulator limits the possible range of variation, environmental factors
such as temperature and multipath reflections still cause some spread in the delay and
attenuation of the self-interference. To simulate what effect these distributions have
on cancellation, Fig. 4.6 shows a simulation, where we send a 40MHz OFDM signal
at 2.4GHz carrier, and pass it through a single fixed delay and attenuation using
measurements from our prototype. Next, we simulate varying delay and attenuation
spreads by varying the wire length and attenuation components. As expected, we
see that cancellation declines with increasing variance in the spread of delay and
attenuation. While the circuit can achieve 30dB+ of cancellation when the length
and attenuation deviations are small (less than 1mm in length and .5dB in attenuation
spread), the performance suffers at larger mismatches.
To get a sense for what reasonable spreads in delay and attenuation can be, we
look at what happens when a hand touches the antenna, a situation which commonly
occurs in a mobile handset application. The hand changes the impedance of the
antenna, which in turn causes reflections through the circulator to manifest at different delays. Our Vector Network Analyzer measurements showed that touching a
standard WiFi Dipole antenna resulted in delay and attenuation spreads as large as
20ns and 3dB respectively. In copper traces, this would correspond to delay offsets
of more than 4.2mm. As predicted in Fig. 4.6, we saw the cancellation drop precipitously from 40dB+ to less than 20dB. These possible perturbations underscore the
need for a certain degree of tunability in order to ensure that the system is robust.
While tunable delay elements are not readily available, tunable attenuators are. We
leverage these devices in order to provide a margin for disturbances.
Our cancellation circuit utilizes fixed delay lines and programmable attenuators
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Figure 4.7: Reference Signal shown in blue (X), interference signal shown in green
(Y ), residual signal shown in red (Z). A) Effect of delay mismatch on signal cancellation: Delay offsets result in imperfect cancellation. B) 2 fixed delay
paths with tunable attenuators: Different attenuator values compensate for different delay values: C) Helps mitigate effects of multipath due to reflections:
Picasso is tuned to cancel the aggregate response (YT ot ), not just the LOS component.
to compensate for a range of disturbances, including those which result in variable
delay spreads seen in the example above. The trick is to realize that a change in
delay manifests itself as a change in phase in the frequency domain. Analog signals
of a particular frequency can be represented by a phasor/vector [47] so to aid our
illustration, we sketch the vector representation of signal cancellation with delay mismatch (τ̂ ) in Fig. 4.7A. As you can see, the greater the delay mismatch, the larger
the residual signal becomes.
A simple solution here would be to simply change the phase of the reference signal
as well. The QHX220 does exactly this, but unfortunately requires integrated LNAs
to inject additional power in order to change the phase by controlling the I and Q
voltages. As we showed, these active components leak significant power into adjacent
bands and thus should be avoided if possible.
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We observe that we can achieve the desired phase shift if we simply utilize two
delay paths instead of one. Recall that while programmable delay elements are not
readily available, programmable attenuators are. By provisioning a programmable
attenuator on each of our delay paths and then taking the aggregate response of
both paths, we are able to mimic phase offset and adjust to variable delay spreads
caused by perturbations. Again, let’s take a look at the vector representation. As you
can see in Fig. 4.7B, the aggregate response of two delay lines with programmable
attenuators enables us to change the phase of the signal. Notice that in a single path,
a programmable attenuator would not help at all with delay spread matching; the
addition of the additional degree of freedom provided by the second path is essential.
Lastly, this approach enables us to combat internal reflections within the circulator
and multipath in the surrounding environment. Because of imperfect isolation, the
output signal from the circulator is actually spread in time. For instance, the power
from port 1 leaking into 3 which we are trying to cancel, actually leaks to 2 as well.
It then subsequently leaks back into 1 and ends up at our receive port again, albeit
at a lower power (45dB lower with our circulator). If we simply match for the first
delay path, we would be limiting our cancellation at 45dB due to this reflected path.
Similarly, the multipath from the environment is typically on the order of 30-50dB
lower as well. As you can see in Fig. 4.7C, the multipath components slightly affect
the LOS component. With our cancellation circuit, the attenuation values can be
fine-tuned to cancel the aggregate signal and achieve higher cancellation.
In summary, our cancellation circuit consists of two programmable attenuators
and fixed delay line lengths which are statically configured to roughly straddle the
delay the transmitted signal experiences through the circulator and any connecting
wires (e.g., one delay line has less delay while the other has a larger delay than
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the transmitted signal). The attenuator values for each delay path are adaptively
adjusted once every millisecond using a simple gradient descent algorithm [36] in
order to compensate for changing environmental factors. Note that despite the fact
that the attenuator values are adaptively changed, the attenuators themselves as well
as the delay lines are passive. Thus, Picasso does not leak interference into adjacent
bands as the QHX220 nonlinear active components do [36].
Reducing Transmit Insertion Loss: A final wrinkle is that instead of using the
balun as a signal inverter, we use it as a subtractor circuit. Fig. 4.5(A) shows how a
balun in the prior design [36] takes an input signal on the unbalanced tap and produces two output signals which are inverses of each other on the balanced taps. The
drawback of this approach is that the input power is split between the two inverses,
and thus half the power is spent in obtaining the reference signal for cancellation. Our
insight is that the balun’s operation can be modeled in reverse as taking two inputs
on the balanced side and producing the subtraction of the input signals as the signal
on the unbalanced side, shown in Fig. 4.5(B). Hence if the two inputs are replicas of
each other, the output will be a zero signal. By using the balun to subtract rather
than obtain the inverse, unlike prior designs, Picasso saves nearly half the transmit
power from going to waste.
Picasso passes the output of the cancellation circuit to one of the balun inputs,
and the other input is from port 3 of the circulator. We show in Sec. 4.6 that coupled
with the circulator, this technique provides sufficient cancellation (>45dB).
Picasso’s design thus eliminates the need for separate TX and RX antennas, preserving valuable real-estate in mobile devices. Further, unlike all prior work [36] which
need to accommodate the large variance of the wireless channel between the TX and
RX antennas with active cancellation circuits, Picasso’s technique requires no active
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Figure 4.8: Picasso Block Diagram: The self-interference cancellation setup uses
passive components for matching attenuation and delay. The filter engine setup
processes digital baseband streams and appropriately resamples, filters and maps
each stream to the appropriate fragment.
components. Because the circulator scattering characteristics are relatively fixed, once
Picasso is calibrated at production time only small adjustments are required. Since
the tuning scale is relatively small, all the components used in the design can be
passive, enabling Picasso to guarantee that there is no interference leakage.

4.4

Picasso: Spectrum Slicing

Picasso provides transparent spectrum slicing, i.e., it allows each slice to have its
own separate PHY and MAC protocol. The higher layer protocols are presented with
the abstraction of a single narrowband radio that is exclusively for their use on the
allocated spectrum slice. Picasso designs a digital filter engine that provides such
spectrum slicing. Specifically, recall that digital samples being sent down from the
PHY for transmission occupy a bandwidth equal to the slice’s spectrum allocation
w, and are centered at zero. The filter engine’s job is to ensure that the samples are
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shifted to the correct center frequency fc that is associated with that slice. On the
receive side, the filter engine is doing the reverse,
The filtering engine contains an ADC and DAC, both of which are capable of
operating at 200MS/s (the required Nyquist rate to create signals that span the
entire 100MHz ISM band). Further, on the analog RF side, there is a single oscillator
at 2.45GHz which upconverts the signal to the ISM band. The filter engine performs
three high level tasks to shape the signals for transmission (to receive a signal, the
steps are reversed):
1. Resampling: Since the DAC expects an input signal at 200MS/s, first Picasso
upsamples the 40MS/s streams to 200MS/s. To accomplish this, the upsampler
will interpolate (insert extra samples) to reach the 200MS/s mark.
2. Filtering: Upsampling creates aliases [49] that can cause interference. Hence
the filter engine must low-pass filter both upsampled streams to remove any
undesirable aliasing effects generated by the first step and retain only the
upsampled-baseband version of each stream. To accomplish this, Picasso designs a reconfigurable filter bank, which consists of banks of programmable
filters consisting of FIR, IIR, and resampling filter building blocks. These filters will be configured and sequenced to both resample and remove the aliasing
effects.
3. Mapping to the appropriate spectrum slices: After the first two steps,
the filtering engine has two 200MS/s streams each occupying 20MHz at the
center frequency. The final step is to move the 20MHz occupancies to the specified fragments in the 100MHz band, i.e. to -38MHz and 22MHz, respectively
(corresponding to 2.412GHz and 2.472GHz at a center frequency of 2.45GHz).
For this Picasso uses intermediate frequency converters, which map the signal
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from incoming digital baseband to a specified digital intermediate frequency.
Finally, these streams are added together and sent to the DAC, then upconverted
to the 2.45GHz carrier frequency and transmitted. Fig. 4.8, the right hand side shows
the block diagram of the current design of Picasso’s filter engine.
Note that the filtering also automatically takes care of any residual self interference. The analog self-interference cancellation prevents the receiver ADC from
saturating, but by itself, it is insufficient to fully cancel out the self-interference. But
now with the ADC dynamic range no longer saturated, Picasso’s filtering engine can
digitally remove the remaining self-interference. To summarize, Picasso’s design consists of 2 main components, the self-interference cancellation block and the filtering
engine. Individually, each component is inadequate but together, they enable Picasso
to provide the full slicing abstraction.

4.5

Implementation

Picasso (Fig. 4.9) is implemented in two parts – the self interference cancellation is
realized as a discrete board level prototype (shown in yellow) and the spectrum slicing
portion is realized using a Virtex-5 LX30 FPGA based software radio from National
Instruments [9] (shown in red). The FPGA is connected to an NI 5781 Baseband
Transceiver which uses the USRP XCVR2450 as the radio front end. The radio front
ends are then connected to Picasso’s self-interference cancellation board.

4.5. IMPLEMENTATION

4.5.1
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Self-Interference Cancellation

ADC resolution is an important specification because it determines the receiver’s
dynamic range. The NI 5781 baseband transceiver features quadrature 200MS/s 14bit ADCs and 200MS/s 16-bit DACs and provide approximately 86dB of dynamic
range and coverage over the entire 100MHz ISM band.
Analog components have an active power range of operation over which they act
linearly and predictably. Beyond these points, performance is often uncharacterized
and starts to break down. Let’s take a look at the XCVR2450, an off-the-shelf radio
front end utilized in Picasso, to see which components we need to keep an eye on and
make sure are not saturated.
One of the XCVR2450’s active components we have to watch out for is the low
noise amplifier (LNA). The figure of merit for the LNA is the input 1dB compression
point, which represents the maximum power that this device can handle before it
saturates. The XCVR2450 LNA [8] has a 1dB compression point of 0dBm. As long
as we maintain a sufficient level (6dB is a good rule of thumb) below this point, the
LNA performance will not suffer. With a maximum self-interference signal of 30dBm
including PAPR, Picasso must provide at least 36dB worth of cancellation. Another
component in the XCVR2450 to keep an eye on is the mixer [1], which has a Third
Order Intercept (IIP3) of 11.5dBm. The IIP3 is a measure of the nonlinearity of
the component and specifies the maximum handleable power before nonlinearities are
no longer negligible. Because it comes after the LNA which has a maximum gain
of 17dBm, we require 41.5dB of cancellation to limit the input power at the LNA
(11.5dBm-17dB-6dB = −11.5dBm), allowing the gain control access to its full range.
Fortunately, we’ve already obtained enough cancellation for the ADC Dynamic Range
which turns out to be the most sensitive part of our system. Both of these cancellation
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numbers (36dB and 41.5dB) are lower than the 45dB needed for the ADC, so as long
as Picasso can achieve 45dB of self-interference cancellation, RF performance should
not suffer.

4.5.2

Filter Engine

The filter engine is implemented on two main processing modules in the software
radio, a Virtex-5 95T FPGA and a real-time processor (NI PXIe-8133 RT Module).
The Virtex-5 95T FPGA has 14,720 slices and nearly 9Mb of random access memory
(RAM). The slices are used for almost every operation on the FPGA, while the
RAM use is limited to storing data while averaging and providing temporary storage
when restructuring the output of the definition of FFTs from bit order to natural
order. For the filter structures, we utilize DSP48E slices available on the Xilinx
LX30 [6]. Each of these slices is a highly configurable arithmetic logic unit which
feature pipelined multiplier, adder and accumulator stages and can be clocked at up
to 550MHz. Slices can be individually programmed and/or cascaded to implement
FIR, IIR, and resampling filtering with relative ease.

4.5.3

PHY/MAC Implementation

We have also implemented a WiFi-style OFDM PHY and a CSMA MAC split across
the FPGA and the realtime OS. The OFDM PHY can be configured to operate over
different bandwidths (from 20MHz to 5MHz), and runs in realtime on the Software
Defined Radio platform. It supports all the WiFi constellations (from BPSK to 64QAM) as well as channel coding rates (1/2, 2/3, and 3/4 convolutional coding). We
have not implemented an automatic rate adaptation algorithm, but in the experiments
we empirically pick the combination of constellation size and channel coding rate
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Figure 4.9: Picasso Radio Physical Setup: Built with off the shelf components
and software radios from National Instruments.
that maximizes the link throughput. Thus, our prototype implements all the relevant
features from a WiFi PHY/MAC. Note that we can run multiple instances of the
WiFi PHY and MAC, one for each slice on the device.

4.6

Experimental Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the performance of Picasso’s prototype in an indoor testbed
of NI Virtex-5 software radios that implement Picasso. As discussed before, we have
implemented a WiFi style OFDM PHY and multiple instances (up to 4 due to FPGA
hardware constraints) of these can be run on top of the slices in a single Picasso radio
node. We benchmark Picasso’s overall throughput performance, the efficacy of its
self interference cancellation and programmable filtering components.
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Compared Approach: Our main claim is that Picasso can slice a single RF front
end and available fragmented spectrum into multiple slices, each of which can operate independent and decoupled PHY protocols. Hence the natural comparison is
to a system that uses multiple, separate radios, one for each slice, with each radio
configured to work on the corresponding specific spectrum slice, using its own PHY
protocol. Unless stated otherwise, our comparison metric is total throughput.
An artifact of our current prototype is that our NI FPGA software radios use
the USRP XCVR2400 as the RF front end. The XCVR’s widest analog filter is only
40MHz, hence even though our ADCs and DACs have enough speed to cover the
entire 100MHz ISM band, the RF front end limits us to 40MHz. Hence, in all our
experiments the maximum spectrum that is available, either contiguous or the sum
of the fragments, is 40MHz. However, if a wider front end were available, all of the
results would carry over proportionally since none of our techniques are bandwidthlimited.

4.6.1

Picasso: Overall Performance

Method: We statically place one Picasso node in the testbed and allow it to operate
over four spectrum slices with separate WiFi PHY instances for each slice. For each
of the four spectrum slices, we create a software radio client which is implementing
a contiguous narrowband WiFi PHY on top of the spectrum slice. The four clients
are placed at random locations in the testbed. The experiments are run in a 40MHz
piece of spectrum, which is divided into four non-contiguous fragments randomly.
The fragment sizes vary from 5-10MHz. We then measure the maximum possible
PHY throughput by choosing the bitrate and coding combination for each of the
spectrum fragments and measure the PHY throughputs achieved. To compare against
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Figure 4.10: Aggregate Throughput for 4 Links: Picasso provides nearly the
same throughput over 4 links as 4 independent radios would, and significantly outperforms the throughput a single legacy radio could provide over the same set of
spectrum fragmented.

the multiple radio setup, we replace the Picasso node with four physically separate
nodes, each of them running a single narrowband contiguous PHY instance configured
to work on one of the spectrum slices. Once again we measure PHY throughputs by
picking the highest bitrate and coding combination. We also compute the throughput
achieved by legacy radios which can only transmit on one spectrum fragment at a
time, hence they always use the largest fragment. The experiment is repeated for
each location and each setting of spectrum fragmentation. We plot the CDF of these
throughputs in Fig. 4.10.
Analysis: Picasso achieves almost the same throughput with one radio as the physically independent setup with four physically separate radios, validating the claim
that slicing allows decoupled operation of each slice. As expected, it outperforms the
legacy radio approach by nearly a factor of 4×.
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Figure 4.11: Picasso Throughput for Varying Guardbands: For guardband
separations as small as 500 KHz, Picasso throughput does not suffer. At smaller
separations, the Rx/Rx case maintains its performance but interference leakage causes
a 20% degradation in performance for the Tx/Rx case.
At the higher throughputs, there is a 10% dip in Picasso’s performance relative
to the multiple radio configuration. The reason is that at these throughputs, the
transmission is likely using a very dense constellation and high coding rates (e.g. 64
QAM and 3/4 rate convolutional coding). When there are two adjacent slices very
close to each other, separated only by the minimum default value of 500KHz, there
is a small amount of signal power leakage from Picasso’s self interference cancellation
and programmable filtering. Hence if the Picasso node is transmitting while it is
simultaneously receiving a densely coded stream, the small leakage can cause a slight
performance drop, which we see in the above experiment. The loss is relatively small
however, around 10%, and can be completely avoided by increasing the guard band
between slices a bit higher than the default value of 500KHz. We leave that tradeoff as
a tunable parameter which the network designer can choose depending on his needs.
The next experiment sheds more light on this tradeoff.
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Impact of Slice Spectrum Separation

Method: In this experiment we use Picasso nodes that are using 10MHz spectrum
fragments each, but the separation between the fragments is an experimental parameter. We conduct two sets of experiments, one where a Picasso node is using two
spectrum slices, one for TX and one for RX; and another where the Picasso node is
either receiving or transmitting on both spectrum fragments. The first configuration
tests whether Picasso’s self interference cancellation technique leaks interference, and
the second tests of Picasso’s programmable filtering component leaks interference.
We place two Picasso nodes in the testbed such that they can barely use the densest
constellation and highest coding rate, since this is the configuration which suffers the
most from interference leakage. The separation between the two spectrum slices is
varied in both experiments and the PHY throughput achieved is measured as before.
Fig. 4.11 plots the throughput achieved vs. the spectrum slice separation for Picasso
along with the results for filtering and self interference cancellation individually.
Analysis: Picasso’s throughput doesn’t suffer much even for separations as small as
1MHz for either experiment. At 500KHz (the minimum default slice spectrum separation in Picasso), the simultaneous TX/RX case starts to see a small throughput loss
of around 5 − 10% which progressively increases to 20% for separations of 100KHz.
The two RX case suffers relatively minor throughput loss. The reason is that Picasso’s
self-interference cancellation, despite using passive analog components to ensure frequency flat behavior and minimize leakage, still leaks a small amount of interference
to the close neighboring band. Perfectly flat, non-leaking analog components are hard
to obtain off-the-shelf, we suspect performance can be further improved with better
analog components.
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Impact of Relative Signal Powers at Different Slices
Another practical concern is whether the throughput achieved in each slice depends on
the relative powers of the transmissions and receptions on other slices. For example,
suppose a Picasso radio is operating two slices. While one slice is transmitting at
23dBm, the other slice is receiving a signal which after attenuation has a power of
-85dBm. In other words there is a gap of 108dB between the two signals. One might
wonder if throughput is affected because of any dynamic range issues with Picasso.
We evaluate this scenario experimentally below.
Method: Here we use a Picasso node that is utilizing two spectrum slices of width
10MHz each, and the two slices are connected to two separate client radios configured
to work on the respective slices. The Picasso radio as well as the clients are configured
to transmit with a power of 23dBm on each slice. We vary the locations of the two
radios, and for each location measure the difference in signal power at the two slices.
If the Picasso radio is transmitting on one slice and receiving on the other, then the
difference is between the transmit power of 23dBm and the received signal power on
the other slice. If the Picasso radio is receiving on both slices, the difference is between
the received signal powers on both slices. We plot the throughput achieved by each
slice when both slices are active simultaneously normalized by the throughput when
only that slice is active vs. the difference in signal powers between the two slices at
the Picasso radio in Fig. 4.12.
Analysis: As we can see, with Picasso’s current prototype, even very high signal
power differences between slices have no impact on throughput. The reason is that
Picasso’s self-interference cancellation coupled with a 14-bit ADC provides sufficient
dynamic range so that throughput does not suffer in spite of large gaps between signal
powers in concurrently active slices. To check the impact of the ADC resolution, we
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Figure 4.12: Impact of Relative SNRs of Different Slices: 14-Bit ADC provides
sufficient dynamic range for all possible SNR gaps. 12-Bit ADC may suffice in certain
scenarios if performance loss at high SNR gaps are acceptable.

repeat the same experiment with 12-bit and 10-bit ADCs. Recall from Sec. 4.3 that
lower resolution ADCs have lower dynamic range and hence are more likely to get
saturated if the self-interference is too strong. As Fig. 4.12 shows, there is a slight
loss of performance with 12-bit ADCs, and more with 10-bit ADCs. This is expected,
since the lower dynamic range leaves less ADC resolution for the received signal and
consequently introduces higher quantization noise when the difference in signal powers
is very high. Nonetheless, the performance is still reasonable, and suggests even a
12-bit ADC might suffice for Picasso in most cases.
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Figure 4.13: A)In Band Cancellation - Picasso achieves sufficient in-band cancellation (> 45dB) to prevent receiver saturation; B) Out of Band Cancellation
Leakage - While QHX-Balun cancellation leaks significant interference into adjacent
sidebands, Picasso cancellation does not.

4.6.2

Picasso’s Self Interference Cancellation

We experimentally evaluate the performance of Picasso’s cancellation technique. From
a single Picasso node, we transmit a 40 MHz OFDM signal and measure the amount
of cancellation Picasso’s technique achieves. We plot the cancellation achieved vs.
the bandwidth of the transmitted signal Fig. 4.13(A).
As we can see the cancellation achieved on average is around 45-50dB, which is
sufficient for Picasso’s purposes. Further, note the almost complete lack of interference
leakage as Fig. 4.13(B) shows. Even when the adjacent spectrum fragment is as close
as 1MHz, there is almost no interference leakage from the transmitted signal. At the
minimum slice guard band value of 500KHz there is a small leakage which shows up as
the slight loss of throughput we discussed in the throughput experiment in Sec. 4.6.1.
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Figure 4.14: Throughput Comparisons with different self interference cancellation schemes: Active cancellation introduces sideband leakage which reduces
system throughput. Picasso’s passive cancellation does not, which allows for near
optimal throughput.

And note that even though the experiment was run for several minutes and across
different days, we could use the same statically configured setting to consistently
obtain the above cancellation. Prior techniques need to adapt on a per packet basis.
Throughput Impact of using Passive Components: In Section. 4.3.1 we discussed why the prior QHX-balun based self-interference cancellation techniques used
for full duplex are not a good fit for Picasso. Here we evaluate experimentally the
throughput impact if the QHX-balun based cancellation technique is used compared
to Picasso’s technique.
Method: We run an experiment with two nodes which have their transmit and
receive antennas spaced 15 centimeters apart and implementing QHX based balun
cancellation. Each radio has two slices of 10MHz width, and the spectrum separation
between the slices is varied. For each slice spectrum separation setting, we apply both
cancellation techniques separately using the same power and gain settings. We once
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again measure PHY throughput for both techniques and plot it vs. the separation
between the transmit and receive spectrum fragments in Fig. 4.14.
Analysis: Fig. 4.14 quantifies the throughput impact of the out-of-band interference
leakage the prior QHX-balun cancellation technique introduces. Picasso’s technique,
because it does not leak self-interference, achieves a throughput that is nearly 5×
better when the separation is around 500KHz.

4.6.3

Programmable Filter Engine

In this section, we discuss the efficacy of Picasso’s programmable filtering. We focus
on two metrics that can be traded off against each other: out-of-band interference
rejection and the complexity of the filtering implementation. Complexity is measured
as the number of coefficients used in the linear digital filter. The logic utilization for
the filter engine is a function of the filter length, coefficient precision, coefficient
symmetry, and input data precision. While the filter engine can be configured to
utilize any parameters, Picasso utilizes 16-bit symmetric coefficients with an input
sample precision of 16 bits. Thus, the only remaining variable parameter is the filter
length. The complexity of the filter must also be weighed against the configuration
speed as the number of clock cycles required to reconfigure the filter engine is directly
proportional to the number of coefficients used in the filter.

Complexity vs. Interference Rejection
To determine how different filter lengths impact performance, we conduct the following experiment using 2 Picasso nodes: node 1 transmits two 10 MHz OFDM signals in
two spectrum slices which node 2 must decode. We vary the separation between the
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Figure 4.15: Guardband separation between adjacent fragments vs. achievable throughput for varying filter lengths: Out of band rejection performance
increases for higher order filters.

two spectrum fragments. Performance is measured in terms of the achievable PHY
throughput between nodes 1 and 2. We plot the throughput achieved for different
filter complexities and varying separation between spectrum fragments.

Analysis: From Fig. 4.15, we can see that as filter lengths increase, the throughput
between nodes 1 and 2 increase. This is expected, a longer filter length does a much
better job of rejecting out-of-band interference since its frequency response starts
approximating the ideal square shape and roll-off is reduced. In Picasso’s implementation, we use 20’th order filters, which consume modest resources and exhibit very
good interference rejection even when the adjacent slice is as close as 500KHz.
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Complexity vs. Reconfiguration Speed
The filter engine facilitates on the fly filter configuration by reloading new coefficient
vectors. The limitation is that the filtering operation must be halted while the new
coefficient values are loaded and some of the internal data structures are subsequently
initialized. While longer filters invariably take a longer time to load, they provide
better performance as shown in Fig. 4.15. The worst-case load time for the longest
filter is less than 4-5µs, which is less than one WiFi slot length.

4.7

Applications

Picasso’s slicing capability is a general primitive that can be used for a variety of
applications. In this paper we show how Picasso can help diverse networks coexist
gracefully in dense deployments and dynamic fragmented spectrum. More broadly
though, Picasso can be applied to designing WiFi APs, multi-channel mesh networks,
and even adaptive duplexers in phones. We discuss these applications briefly in Sec.
4.10.
We demonstrate how Picasso helps tackle coexistence by using the example deployment shown in Fig. 4.16. The deployment paints a typical home network: a WiFi
AP aims to provide Internet access to a laptop, a tablet, an Xbox and a smartphone.
Concurrently, there is a multiplayer game going on, and the Xbox wants to stream
high definition individual gameplay video to the smartphone and tablet, and common
gameplay to a TV. The smartphone and tablet also double up as wireless gameplay
controllers. Further, with the emergence of P2P technologies such as WiFi-Direct [7]
(a new WiFi standard for directly connecting two devices without incurring the overhead of an AP), except for the WiFi network, all the other connections will likely be
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Figure 4.16: Coexistence in Dense Environments: Picasso enables devices operating in multiple networks to flexibly share fragmented spectrum and RF front ends,
yet operate in a decoupled manner.
connected via independent WiFi-Direct links.
As we can see, the scenario has a number of diverse networked applications that
have to coexist while sharing a single radio on each device in the fragmented ISM
band spectrum. Further, their requirements are diverse. The WiFi network wants to
maximize throughput. The gameplay streaming group (Xbox to smartphone, tablet
and TV) wants to maximize video quality. The gameplay controller group have
relative low throughput requirements but low latency is a critical requirement for
seamless gameplay.
Picasso provides a clean architecture for multiple such networked applications to
coexist by allowing the applications to decouple their operation from each other using
slicing. Specifically, Picasso enables us to slice each device’s radio into three slices.
The first slice would be assigned to the WiFi network, which is now free to operate its
own optimized PHY and MAC protocols to maximize throughput. The second slice
would be for the gameplay video streaming application (Xbox, smartphone, tablet
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and TV), and if it so chooses, would operate independent PHY and MAC protocols optimized to maximize video quality. Finally, a third slice is for the gameplay
controller application (Xbox, smartphone, tablet), with an independent PHY/MAC
optimized for low latency. Thus Picasso decouples the operation of the networked applications from each other, and enables them to gracefully coexist yet independently
design their protocols to optimize their respective objectives.

Compared Approaches: We compare the performance of Picasso with the following
approaches:

1. Multiple Radios (MR) [12]: This is the optimal scheme which uses separate
dedicated radios for each network group. In other words each device would have
multiple radios, one for each networked application.
2. SWIFT [58]: This is the state-of-the-art practical technique that can weave
multiple spectrum fragments into a single logical connection via a modified
OFDM PHY. Medium access is based on CSMA. However, standard CSMA is
not optimized to provide QoS, since it uses the same backoff counter for all
nodes. Hence we modify SWIFT’s CSMA to use 802.11e’s MAC protocol [18],
a modification to the standard 802.11 MAC protocol for providing QoS. Specifically, WiFi network traffic is classified as best effort, and uses a congestion
window range of 31 − 1023. Video streaming traffic has higher priority and
when it is contending, it uses a congestion window range of 15 − 31, and finally
7 − 15 for the latency-sensitive traffic which has the highest priority. These
are standard parameters from the 802.11e specification. Finally, note that a
SWIFT radio has to either transmit or receive on all fragments at the same
time, it cannot operate in full duplex mode.
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Traffic Model: In order to emulate a realistic network, each device’s traffic pattern is modeled using empirical trace based models [24]. Specifically for the WiFi
network group, we use a traffic model that models Internet use behavior on WiFi
networks [24]. For the video streaming group, we use a traffic model that a video encoder would generate in order to guarantee 720P quality video. Note that contrary to
perception, guaranteeing a consistent video quality does not imply a consistent data
rate, due to variations in the video frames the actual data rate required to maintain
a fixed video quality varies over time. Finally for the gameplay controller group, we
assume that short packets are generated at random intervals with an average period
of 50 milliseconds between them [52], which is slightly lower than the median human
response times of 200 milliseconds.
Slice Allocation: A natural question is how are slices allocated for Picasso as well
as the multiple radio approach. We use a simple greedy algorithm. For the latencysensitive group, we allocate a small spectrum slice of 1MHz that is sufficient for the low
rate latency-sensitive traffic. The next slice is allocated to the video streaming group,
with sufficient spectrum to provide 720p streaming (which requires roughly 3Mbps per
stream, and thus nearly 10Mbps). Leftover spectrum is allocated to the WiFi network
group. Note that this implies that the WiFi network might be allocated multiple
slices corresponding to whatever spectrum fragments are leftover. The network will
run separate narrowband OFDM PHY and CSMA MAC instances for these slices.
We assume that a higher layer mechanism such as multi-path TCP [65] (MPTCP) is
used to aggregate the throughput.
An important point is that this is just one allocation; a different policy might use
a different allocation (e.g. a parent may prioritize WiFi network throughput over the
gameplay streaming!). However, the key point is that Picasso decouples policy from
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mechanism, and enables a wide range of policies.
Another issue is how slice allocation decisions are coordinated and communicated
to all the gadgets. To achieve this, we allocate a slice of 1MHz as a control channel,
that all devices access to announce their QoS needs, and coordinate to figure out the
best slice allocation. Note that such a simple decoupled control channel functionality
is also because of the slicing capability, non-Picasso radios would have to co-ordinate
in band using mechanisms such as RTS/CTS.
The SWIFT approach of course does not have any slice allocation issues. All
devices operate over the entire available spectrum, including fragmented spectrum.
Optimized PHY/MACs for the individual slices: Each networked application
uses an optimized PHY/MAC for their slices. The WiFi network group has two
choices, it could run CSMA with OFDM where all the devices contend, or it could
use FDMA like prior work has suggested [42] by taking advantage of Picasso’s slicing
capability to allocate slices for each individual device in the group. We chose the
latter approach since FDMA has much less overhead compared to CSMA. For the
video streaming slice, we use a simple OFDM PHY and CSMA MAC, since all the
transmissions originate from the Xbox and thus CSMA causes no contention overhead.
For the gameplay controller group, we use CSMA since that provides the lowest
latency access.
Experimental Method: We begin by evaluating the performance of Picasso along
three axes - WiFi Network’s Aggregate Throughput, Video Streaming Group PSNR,
and Gaming Group Average Latency - and compare it with the performance of the
multiple radio and SWIFT approaches.
We randomly vary two independent parameters in our network. First, we vary the
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Figure 4.17: A) Throughput vs. Latency: Picasso eliminates the contention
latency incurred by the gaming system when competing with larger WiFi Network
packets;B) PSNR vs. Latency: Picasso can provide latency and deadline guarantees whereas SWIFT cannot; C) Throughput vs. PSNR: Picasso achieves higher
aggregate throughput and PSNR by eliminating the idle slots inherent in SWIFT
CSMA due to contention and random access.

relative channel conditions between the devices. Because the varying channel conditions inevitably lead to a disparity in absolute performance, we normalize all three
axes relative to the values achieved by the MR approach to demonstrate the relative
performance gains of implementing Picasso over SWIFT independent of the channel
conditions. Second, we vary the fragmentation pattern of the network. We assume
that there are other narrowband interferers in the ISM band (e.g. Zigbee devices)
which are transmitting on random frequencies, and hence the spectrum available to
the Networks is fragmented. The Picasso and MR approaches use the slice allocations from the algorithm described above. SWIFT devices of course always use all
the available spectrum.
Analysis: Fig. 4.17(A) plots the first tradeoff between latency and throughput.
Picasso provides nearly 2× higher throughput and 2× lower latency than SWIFT.
With SWIFT, there is a positive correlation between the two variables, the higher
the throughput achieved by the WiFi network group, the higher the latency for the
controller group. The reason behind this effect is that higher throughput implies

1
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latency-sensitive packets have to wait longer to obtain channel access and in turn
incur higher latency using SWIFT-CSMA. On the other hand, Picasso has none
of these issues, since the latency-sensitive traffic has a separate slice, they obtain
a consistent low latency. Further, note that Picasso is able to obtain consistently
higher throughput than SWIFT. The reason is that since SWIFT mediates access to
the channels in time, there is significant overhead associated with idle slots, collisions,
and backoffs. Because Picasso slices in frequency, the only overhead it pays is in the
lengths of the guardbands, which enables it to make more efficient use of the spectrum.

Fig. 4.17(B) plots the second tradeoff between latency and PSNR. Picasso provides nearly 10dB higher median PSNR than SWIFT for the video streams. Once
again, there is a slight positive correlation here between PSNR and Latency for
SWIFT with higher video qualities corresponding to higher latencies. The reason
is the same as above: the video traffic occupies a significant fraction of the channel time to maintain high video quality, with the latency-sensitive traffic starved for
channel access in spite of the aggressive backoff counters it employs. Picasso again
is able to maintain slice isolation and thus can guarantee that the latency-sensitive
traffic obtains consistently low latency, and that the video streams also obtain a predictable rate to maintain a high video quality. However, sometimes SWIFT achieves
higher PSNRs than Picasso, which is expected since SWIFT could allocate a majority of the channel access for video transmissions depending on the channel access.
That increases video quality, but comes at the expense of latency and throughput
for the controller and WiFi groups. Further, note that SWIFT cannot guarantee a
predictable high rate, the video quality varies significantly across time, which causes
a loss of video fidelity.
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Fig. 4.17(C) plots the third tradeoff between video quality and throughput. Picasso, as expected, maintains consistent video quality and normalized throughput.
SWIFT cannot guarantee consistent throughput for the video streams, hence video
encoding adapts to a lower quality. SWIFT does not achieve higher throughput either,
since as discussed above, SWIFT CSMA adds significant overhead due to contention
and limits the actual useful throughput that can be achieved. With Picasso, in the
WiFi network group, we can assign slices for each individual device that is part of the
group and operate FDMA for medium access, and thus eliminate contention overhead.
Consequently, Picasso achieves both higher throughput and video quality.

4.8

Related Work

Picasso bridges and builds upon research in two previously unrelated areas of wireless:
in-band full duplex and transceiver design for fragmented spectrum.
Picasso distinguishes itself from prior single-channel full-duplex cancellation work
[17, 21, 36, 40] by achieving self-interference cancellation using a single antenna and
passive attenuation/delay components which do not leak interference into adjacent
spectrum. Furthermore, unlike [36], Picasso does not require constant tuning and as
such would be much easier to manufacture on a chip.
The RF front end and spectrum slicing abstraction that Picasso provides differentiate it from prior transceiver designs for fragmented spectrum because it provides
strong decoupled operation between slices. Because prior works [19, 55, 58, 62] are
unable to transmit while simultaneously receiving, the usage and performance on all
spectrum fragments are inevitably tied together, greatly complicating the design of
higher-layer coexistence protocols.
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The virtue of Picasso is that because it enables higher layers to systematically exploit each fragment of spectrum independently, coexistence protocols can be greatly
simplified. Thus, Picasso’s slicing capability provides a key building block for coexistence protocols [13, 42, 63], facilitating the allocation of available spectrum fragments
amongst competing radios. Picasso in turn builds on top of prior spectrum sensing
frameworks such as [30–32,42], which provide information about the RF environment
and inform Picasso regarding availability of spectrum slices.

4.9

Perspectives

Picasso’s design is not without it’s tradeoffs - a certain degree of performance sacrifice is needed in order to obtain the tremendous benefits in flexibility. In this section,
we’ll provide some perspectives on what kind of tradeoffs and sacrifices we have to
give up in terms of system performance in order to achieve this flexibility.

Reduced Dynamic Range As we saw in Fig. 4.10 of the evaluation section - at
higher throughputs when the Picasso radio is transmitting on one band while receiving
on another, there is a 10% dip in Picasso’s performance relative to the multiple
radio configuration. The reason is because even though Picasso provides sufficient
cancellation to prevent receiver saturation - there is still an insignificant amount of
residual interference which limits the dynamic range of the receiver since the effective
number of bits the ADC can provide is reduced. At denser modulations and coding
rates, such a limitation becomes more apparent as the effective number of bits required
for these dense constellations is higher as well. While this is a tradeoff worth keeping
in mind, we believe that this loss is still relatively small compared to the numerous
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benefits that are provided in terms of flexibility.

Limitations of Circulator While the circulator provides significant benefits, enabling the transmit and receive chain to share the same antenna and reducing the
variance of the leaked interference, its presence is one of the fundamental factors
limiting the amount of self-interference cancellation that we can achieve. In theory,
the interference leaking through the circulator is distorted in a linear, memoryless
fashion. In reality however, we are not so fortunate. Issues such as antenna reflections, magnetic hysteresis, and uneven phase response can significantly complicate
the self-interference cancellation. While these are important limitations to consider for our design, many of these non-linear imperfections do not show up until past the
45dB self interference cancellation amount. As a result, the circulator suffices for our
application as it enables us to achieve sufficient cancellation without accounting for
many of these imperfections.

Power Considerations Lastly, Picasso’s design presents another tradeoff in terms of
power consumption. In order to provide flexible and programmable operation across
a wide frequency - Picasso’s design requires a high speed, high resolution Analog
to Digital Converter (ADC) to provide the dynamic range and bandwidth needed
for such flexibility. The tradeoff here is that these higher speed, higher resolution
ADCs consume significantly more power and are naturally more expensive as well.
While this is a design tradeoff that is important today, it may become less and less
significant in time. ADC speeds and resolutions have improved significantly in the
past few years and will continue to scale in the coming years. We believe that future
ADC speeds, resolutions, and power requirements will improve to the point where
Picasso’s design is feasible in the next few years.
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Discussion

Picasso’s ability to simultaneously use arbitrary spectrum fragments with a single
radio/antenna allows it to virtualize a single radio into separate independent slices
operating on different spectrum fragments. This slicing abstraction provides a clean
solution for many wireless applications, of which fragmented spectrum exploitation,
heterogeneous network coexistence, and radio sharing stand out.
We believe that Picasso is a general architectural solution that is not just limited
to operation in the unlicensed bands. For instance, cellular spectrum fragmentation
is likely to remain an issue globally because of short-sighted regulatory planning. The
problem is compounded by the fact that even the same service providers own different
fragments of spectrum in different regions, forcing mobile chipsets to accommodate
a wide frequency range of operation in order to support roaming. Not only would
a system like Picasso enable handset manufacturers to save costs by replacing the
disparate chipsets with a single integrated solution, it would also facilitate global
roaming and liberate consumers to more easily switch network operators, potentially
driving improved quality of service due to increased competition between service
providers.
Implementing Picasso within a mobile chipset would be challenging, but not impossible. Isolation devices such as circulators [11], are readily available in miniaturized
form, but provide slightly less isolation. Consequently, due to the limited power handling capability of miniaturized microwave components, Picasso would likely require
additional self-interference cancellation on the order of 55dB or so in order to ensure
that the LNA, mixers, and lower resolution ADCs operate within the specified power
ranges. We believe that such performance is feasible and will be realized in the near
term.

Chapter 5

Conclusions

As wireless increasingly becomes the preferred method of network access, networks
will get denser and more heterogeneous.

Today’s wireless systems are not well

equipped to handle the increased RF interference. Traditional systems are built in
somewhat of a vacuum, without the fundamental mechanisms to be aware of who
their neighbors are, what they are doing, and how to respond to them. This dissertation promotes an alternative architecture built around mechanisms for wireless
coexistence and shows that these architectures can provide significant improvements
in throughput and reliability. We conclude by examining and summarizing the benefits of our mechanisms and architectures and discussing the remaining challenges as
well as some of the additional applications of the technology we have developed in
this dissertation.
125
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Mechanisms and Architectures for Wireless Coexistence

Wireless networks today are designed to resolve conflict between devices of the same
type, but often lack the mechanisms needed to identify and adapt to dynamic sources
of external interference. For a long time, different devices and protocols could avoid
stepping on each other’s toes by utilizing non-overlapping bands of spectrum. But as
the density of radios continues to increase, such assumptions will no longer suffice. As
we’ve demonstrated in this dissertation, networks designed in a vacuum without the
mechanisms to infer and react to the environment around them will be fundamentally
limited in an interference-centric world.
The mechanisms and architectures presented in this dissertation provide fundamental building blocks for systems to improve throughput and reliability in dense and
diverse spectral environments.

• Wireless systems can harness more fine-grained information about their RF
neighborhood to increase throughput, improve reliability, and minimize interference to their neighbors. By their very nature, wireless RF signals encode a
rich set of information. We have shown that DOF, a local wireless information
plane, can utilize cyclostationary signal processing algorithms to extract the
information from the surrounding RF environment. Furthermore, we’ve shown
that radios can leverage this information to avoid and adjust to different types
of interfering sources, improving performance in terms of throughput and reliability while simultaneously causing less harm to the surrounding legacy radios.
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• Furthermore, we have shown that while mechanisms like DOF can provide finegrained information regarding the local wireless environment - available spectrum will often be fragmented, and radios today are often ill-equipped to exploit
it. We then presented Picasso, and demonstrated that a system which enabled
radios to simultaneously transmit and receive on arbitrary fragments of spectrum greatly increased the flexibility of the radio. We demonstrated that such
a capability could not only allow separate heterogeneous wireless networks to
coexist, but would also enable multiple co-located wireless applications on the
same device to run simultaneously with guarantees on performance and quality
of service.

5.2

Remaining Challenges and Future Applications

The systems in this dissertation addressed the major challenges involved for wireless
coexistence in dense and diverse spectral environments. In this section, we discuss
a few of the remaining issues that this dissertation does not solve. However, these
issues are not fundamental limitations, and we believe that they can be solved by
leveraging many of the mechanisms and architectures which have been developed in
this dissertation.
DOF’s focus is the wireless information plane and Picassos focus is the mechanism
to implement slicing of spectrum and RF front ends. An equally interesting question
is given the set of coexisting networks and available fragmented spectrum, what is the
best allocation of slices, and the distributed signaling algorithm needed to inform all
devices their slice allocations? While these questions are orthogonal to both DOF and
Picassos design, Picasso simplifies this problem considerably compared to a design
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that uses traditional radios which are incapable of slicing.
DOF’s work brings up interesting applications in network management, performance diagnosis, and indoor localization [39]. Interference is the primary cause of
poor wireless performance, and yet more often than not, we often know very little
about where this interference is coming from. DOF can be leveraged to help identify
the nature of interference and localize the interfering radio, allowing network administrators to more easily troubleshoot performance problems. Our subsequent work [39]
has demonstrated that knowledge of the interfering radio type can be used to localize the radio, enabling network administrators to more easily troubleshoot and solve
network problems resulting from interference.
Picasso’s work similarly has many applications as well. One of these applications
is in designing multi-channel mesh networks. Our work has focused on the benefits of
Picasso implemented in a single wireless device, but there are similar benefits that can
be realized through implementing Picasso in each of the nodes in a mesh network.
Recent work has shown that a joint design that assigns different channels to links
in a way that enables cut-through routing improves the throughput and latency of
mesh networks. Though the routing and transport protocols are orthogonal to the
underlying RF isolation and filtering technology of Picasso, the network gains that
would be achievable are significant.
Going in the other direction in the network stack, Picasso could also be applied
in designing adaptive duplexers in phones. Due to piecemeal allocations by the FCC
over the years, it is not uncommon for a single network operator to have fragmented,
narrowband chunks spread over a large frequency range (e.g. AT&T owns nearly
40MHz of spectrum spread over 200MHz in the 700-900MHz range). Phones today
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are built with fixed static duplexer filters which are designed to operate for one carrier’s particular set of frequency bands in one particular geography. An adaptive
duplexer which would cancel instead of filter, would enable a true world phone supporting all carriers and geographies to be built. mplementing Picasso within a mobile
chipset would be challenging, but not impossible. Isolation devices such as circulators, are readily available in miniaturized form, but provide slightly less isolation.
Consequently, due to the limited power handling capability of miniaturized microwave
components, Picasso would likely require additional self-interference cancellation on
the order of 55dB or so in order to ensure that the LNA, mixers, and lower resolution
ADCs operate within the specified power ranges. We believe that such performance
is feasible and will be realized in the near term.
This dissertation builds the above mechanisms and architectures into practical
wireless networks which were demonstrated to provide significant gains in throughput and reliability. But more importantly, they demonstrate that having layers work
cooperatively, rather than in isolation, common goals of high throughput and reliability are much more practical to achieve. In particular, DOF demonstrates that
more fine-grained information passed between the PHY and the MAC enables the
MAC to make more informed and intelligent decisions regarding how to respond to
the interfering sources. In the same vain, Picasso demonstrates that increased RF
isolation can significantly lessen the burden on PHY filtering and MAC coordination
- similarly allowing the three to share in the task of exploiting fragmented spectrum.
Furthermore, we’ve provided prototype implemntations of each of the proposed designs, and the testbed evaluations have demonstrated significant gains in performance
in comparison with state of the art wireless networks which enforce the contract of
separation between layers. Thus, we believe that this work makes a compelling and
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strong argument for cross-layer interdisciplinary wireless network design in order to
solve the problems of wireless coexistence.
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